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ABSTRACT
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Teacher empowerment has emerged as an important theme
in the educational reform of the 1980's.

Increasingly the

commitment of capable teachers to their work has come to be
seen as vital to the success of public schools.

Low pay/

lack of prestige and status, burnout, unfulfilled
expectations, disinterested students.
administrators,

Intrusive

isolation from other adults, etc. have been

cited as factors that lead to lack of commitment or turnover
in the teaching profession.
led reforms,

In the absence of nationally

individual states have begun to look at how

teachers might be empowered in their work as a means of
countering these issues.
In the fall of 1986, the Massachusetts legislature
funded twelve fellowships named after the 19th century
educational reformer, Lucretia Crocker.

These fellowships

were intended for experienced, capable public school
teachers who had designed and successfully implemented their
own programs in their home school districts.
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By means of

the fellowships these teachers spend one year relieved of
their regular teaching duties in exchange for sharing their
educational approaches with other public school teachers.
The fellowships were to be a means of changing the teaching
profession by permitting empowered teachers to share the
means of their empowerment with others in the profession.
Yet to more fully understand teacher empowerment we
need to understand the meaning which it occupies in the
dally life of the teacher.

After interviewing six Lucretia

Crocker Fellows at different points in their fellowship
year,

the study discovers that these teachers feel

empowerment when there is an alignment of their values with
the operational values of the system in which they work.
Yet current educational reform in ignoring the values of the
individual teacher in favor of technical and structural
solutions to educational issues frequently risks being
irrelevant or contradictory to the daily life of the
teacher.
This study concludes that for these six fellows
empowerment was more often a result of their personal
initiative and fortuitous chance rather than a consequence
of organizational planning or educational policy.
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CHAPTER 1
THE GENESIS OF EMPOWERMENT

The 1980's has given birth to two major reports on the
state of education in America.

In many ways these reports

embody the conversations, debates, and beliefs which inform
much of the current thrust for educational reform.

In

understanding the assumptions which undergird these reports,
it becomes possible to shed light on emerging changes
currently effecting public education.
In 1983 the National Commission on Excellence in
Education issued their report,
low test scores,

"A Nation At Risk".

Citing

functional illiteracy, and the frequent

need for remedial training of workers by business and
industry,

the authors went on to list what they saw as the

failings of public education.
of findings:

There were four major areas

(1) The content of courses had become shallow

and undemanding,

(2) expectations regarding student

performance had diminished to a concern for only attaining
proficiency in "basic skills",

(3)

in comparison with

countries of similar economic development, American students
were spending relatively less time in school, and (4) the
quality of teachers suffered from shortages of competent
individuals and indifferent training.
These determinations led the commission to seemingly
straightforward recommendations for improvement:
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(1) course

content needed to be more rigorous and pursued in greater
depth,

(2) expectations needed to raised through higher

college admissions standards, more demanding texts, and
periodic testing of students,

(3)

longer school days, a

longer school year, and more effective use of existing time
should be pursued, and (4) standards and rewards for
teachers should be increased so as to maintain and attract a
capable, professional body of teachers.

While the publicity

accompanying the report was considerable, the findings did
not appear to evoke a great deal of surprise.
At the national level, a conservative administration
expressed doubt over the effectiveness of a centralized,
federal response to the issues raised by the report,
individual states and communities were encouraged to look
for their own solutions to the issues that had been raised.
The federally led reforms with their emphasis on the
application of research and objectively based management of
education which characterized the 1960's no longer seemed to
enjoy the confidence of those who were involved with the
issue of educational reform.

Large scale commitments of

money and resources to the educational reform of the 1980's
were not forthcoming.

There had been a political and

economic shift that would not support the massive federal
aid and intervention characteristic of the 1960's.
At the same time, there was a growing emphasis on the
issue of excellence in education.
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Researchers began to

search out schools in which test scores and retention rates
were significantly above or below those of other schools.
Such schools were termed "outliers" and studied to see what
characteristics might have led to such different results.
In addition Thomas Peters and Robert Waterman's (1984)
book,

"In Search of Excellence: Lessons from America's Best

Run Companies," led many to believe that well run, efficient
and competitive companies possessed characteristics which
schools should emulate.

As one article put it,

"In

business, and in education, what's good for the individual
is good for the organization"
Cosgrove, 1984, p.

39).

(Rogers, Talbot, and

Examination of "excellent"

Ill

schools led to the conclusions that were similar to those
made in business: that successful reform required the
commitment and understanding of those who were most directly
involved with its implementation.

Increasingly reports

listed the attributes of school staffs and communities which
were said to have successful schools.

In its various forms

it was the beginning of a movement which has been described
as "school based management", or more generically as "site
based management".
In 1986 the second major report was issued by the
Carnegie Task Force on Teaching as a Profession.

It was a

report which in many respects was compatible with the
research on excellent schools.
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It directly challenged the

hierarehal approach to educational reform and school
governance.

The authors stated the issue clearly:

School systems based on bureaucratic authority must be
replaced by schools in which authority is grounded in
the professional competence of the teacher, and where
teachers work together as colleagues, consistently
striving to improve their performance [underlining
added].
(p. 11)
The belief that public schools should look to business
for appropriate processes is not a new phenomenon.

Indeed

there is a substantial body of evidence to support that
public schools are by and large organized bureaucratically.
The domination of school organization and structure by the
same ideals that guide business and industry has been argued
within the literature on public schools
Goodlad,
Pfeffer

1983a; Katz,

(Callahan,

1975; Pratte and Rury,

1988).

1962;
Jeffrey

(1981) argues that given the scientific/technical

orientation of American society,

that organizations will

attempt to respond to perceived needs by developing rational
models:
Rationality and rational choice models focus attention
on the development of technologies to more effectively
achieve a goal or set of goals, such as profit or
efficiency.
Concern is directed toward the development
of alternatives, the development of sophisticated
techniques for evaluating the alternatives, their
possible consequences, and the assembling of
information that facilitates the evaluation of
performance along these specified dimensions.
(p.
10-11)
The manifest of the educational hierarchy in the 1980's
was to create conditions which would allow a professional
workforce of teachers to assume responsibility for the
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improvement of teaching.

A turning away from the centrally

determined efforts employing such schemes as MBO (management
by objectives), PBBS

(performance-based budgeting systems),

CBE (competency-based education) and MCT (minimum competency
testing) to the more professionally driven approach of
school based management was being urged.

Citing other

professions such as law and medicine, the Carnegie report
pointed out that professionalism demanded individuals have
control over the conditions of their work.
would mean,

the report continued,

In teaching this

that in exchange for

better working conditions, higher salaries, and greater say
in the educational process,

teachers as professionals would

be held more accountable for the performance of schools.

It

was the expression of an ideology that has increasingly come
to be symbolized in the term "teacher empowerment".
Both of these national reports focused extensively on
the profession of teaching.

Historically it has been a

profession that has been plagued by low morale and high
turnover.
low pay,

The literature, as we might suspect, has cited
lack of prestige and status, burnout,

expectations, disinterested students,
administrators,

unfulfilled

intrusive

isolation from other adults, etc. as

possible reasons why teachers choose to leave teaching.
Schlechty and Vance

(1981), Vance and Schlechty (1982)

demonstrate through longitudinal studies that the teachers
most apt to leave teaching are the ones who are themselves
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the most academically able.

Those who remain increasingly

represent the less academically able.

Likewise,

in a

slightly different vein, Anthony Dworkin (1987) points out
that substantial numbers of teachers may remain in teaching
simply because they are unable to get out.

It is a

phenomena which he terms "entrapment".
While those who study teaching and those who do
teaching refer to it as a profession, the terms "profession"
and "professionalism" are vaguely defined. Today it is not
unusual to hear many occupations refer to themselves as
professions.

It has become a term which seems to simply

signify capability; to do a job well is to be a
"professional".
However professionalism may also be understood as a
construct which influences the perceptions of those who are
professionals and those who seek the services of
professionals.

Whether or not teachers see themselves as

competent professionals or management's laborers has policy
implications for the occupation (Feiman-Neuser
1984).

&

Floden,

To be seen as a professional in American society can

give the individual access to money,
(Cullen, 1978).

influence, and prestige

It is no wonder that various occupations

today call themselves "professionals".

As a result the term

"professional" in everyday speech has increasingly become
synonymous with competence and training.

Yet the terms

"occupation" and "profession" are not ontological terms in
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the sense of revealing any constant state of being.
they are functional

Rather

in that they tell us how we do our work

and how we think about it.

What the seventh grade teacher

thinks about teacher professionalism while monitoring the
bathroom may be considerably different from the thoughts of
the high school physics teacher engaged in teaching quantum
theory.
Given current concerns with the teaching profession,

it

was not surprising that both reports raised the need for
change within the profession itself.

On the other hand,

it

is difficult to imagine how such far reaching proposals as
embodied in the Carnegie report would ever find
unadulterated expression in the legislation and governing
practices of schools.

This seems particularly true given

the complexity of public education and a social context that
favors technical solutions, centralized responses, and clear
accountability at the public level.

Yet with the emergence

of teacher empowerment as a crucial part of educational
reform it would be likewise surprising not to find at least
some institutionally sanctioned attempts to address teacher
empowerment as a part of the various state led efforts at
school reform legislation in the 1980's.

It is one such

effort that provided the opportunity for this research.
In 1986 Massachusetts began implementation of an
educational reform bill labeled Chapter 188.

Like so many

previous attempts at educational reform it represented a
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broad consensus of interests.

While certainly not turning

the governance of local schools over to committees of
professional teachers,

it did place increased emphasis on

the idea of site based management in which teachers were to
assume a more significant role in the improvement of
education.

However,

like 49 of the 50 states

(Hawaii is the

exception) control of public schools in Massachusetts is
vested in local boards of education which often resent the
direct intrusion of the state into local education.

Thus in

order to ensure passage it was not legislation that
radically challenged the governance of schools in
Massachusetts.

While acknowledging the significance of

teacher expertise in informing educational practices, the
legislation did not give teachers formal authority for
change within the administrative hierarchy.
It is with one aspect of the 1986 legislation this
research is concerned: the creation of fellowships as a
means of empowering teachers through the use of teacher
expertise in accomplishing educational change.

Beginning in

1986, the legislation authorized funding for approximately
twelve one-year fellowships which were named after the
Massachusetts 19th century educational reformer, Lucretia
Crocker.

Like their namesake these fellows were to be the

beginning of a corps of practicing teachers that would
assist in the reform of public education.

Actual

implementation of the fellowship program in its first two
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years has found the Massachusetts Department of Education
concerned with such issues as whether there was fair
representation of fellows from urban and suburban schools
and whether the proposed programs would lend themselves to
dissemination

(Steinberg and Astrein,

1987).

The selection of the fellows required that individuals
be nominated from within their home school system by
teachers, administrators,

or themselves.

The local school

board then had authority to select which individuals would
be nominated for consideration by the state department of
education.

To control the number of potential nominees,

school systems with fewer than ten thousand students were
only permitted to forward one nominee for consideration each
year; those with more than ten thousand students could
forward two nominations.

Whoever was nominated was

subsequently evaluated on site by a team (usually consisting
of two members from a regional office of the state
department of education) who in turn recommended whether or
not the nominee should be evaluated by the final selection
committee.

The final selection of fellows was determined on

the basis of such factors as their ability to present their
program and the degree to which it was opined that the
program would benefit education in Massachusetts.
Once selected, a Lucretia Crocker Fellow is relieved of
classroom teaching responsibilities for one year.

During

that year the fellow continues to receive his or her regular
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salary and benefits.

In addition funds are made available

by the Massachusetts Department of Education to assist the
fellow in travel around the state.

In return the fellow

agrees to assist interested schools and teachers in the
adoption of the fellow's program.

At the conclusion of the

fellowship year, the fellow then returns to his or her
school system and resumes former teaching responsibilities.
However unlike some sabbatical leave provisions, a Lucretia
Crocker Fellow is not obligated to return to their former
school system if a new job opportunity presents itself.
The technical purpose which served to institutionally
justify the Lucretia Crocker Fellow program was the
dissemination of effective educational programs.

Past

efforts at imposing technical solutions to reform
educational practices have been faulted as being overly
simplistic.

For example, Pratte and Rury (1988)

found that

past efforts to impose technical solutions on school systems
underestimated the importance of teacher participation.
They argue that the assumption that educational processes
are replicable "products" that can be "adopted" by other
school systems is overly simplistic.

When in fact processes

are successfully incorporated into other systems, they
observed that the incorporation was usually accompanied by a
process of negotiation and change to meet the perceived
local needs.

Thus educational change was more a process of

diffusion than straightforward adoption.
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Yet in the rush to

find technical solutions to the complex problems of schools
Pratte and Rury note that there has been little
organizational time available for the negotiation and
changes that would permit the fitting of a program to
another school.

By using fellowships as a means of freeing

practicing teachers from the constraints of fixed schedules
and continuous teaching

responsibilities, the Massachusetts

legislation became a formal institutional acknowledgement of
the importance of teacher expertise in the process of
educational change.

At the same time it became symbolic of

the movement for teacher empowerment.

In this sense the

Lucretia Crocker Fellowship program represents an
opportunity to study empowerment at the level of individual
teachers.

Because empowerment is not an objective, physical

condition this research focused on how individuals who were
selected as Lucretia Crocker Fellows experienced and
interpreted the circumstances of their apparent
empowerment.

[21

To be selected as a Lucretia Crocker Fellow would in
all likelihood predispose the individual to be even more
reflective about his or her teaching.

With the experience

of actually working with other teachers and educational
policy makers in a variety of settings, we might expect
Lucretia Crocker Fellows to be acutely aware of an issue
such as teacher empowerment.
mean to a teacher?

But what does "empowerment"

And does that meaning have anything in
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common with the reforms that are currently being implemented
in the teaching profession?

And do these teachers, chosen

as outstanding examples of their profession,

feel empowered?

And is that why they have stayed in the profession?
A stronger identification with the profession, a belief
that the professional teacher can influence change, and an
increasing sophistication as to how that change occurs would
all be compatible with the intention of empowering teachers.
At the same time these issues also suggest that it is
important for us to have some understanding of why teachers'
current relationship to their work so often results in a
lack of identification, a sense of powerlessness, and an
absence of a sophisticated body of teacher based theory.

In

Chapter 2 we will explore these issues and look at the
different ways empowerment is conceived in the current
educational literature.
Chapter 3 explains the conversational methodology which
has been used to examine the issue of empowerment as it has
been experienced by six Lucretia Crocker Fellows.

To

paraphrase Clifford Geertz (1973), the power of the
scientific must be to put us in touch with strangers.
Chapter 4 presents the data gathered from interviews
with the Fellows.

The selection of data will employ the

methodology put forth in Chapter 3.

Using the conversations

with the fellows we discover how empowerment is experienced
at the level of individual teachers.
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Chapter 5 concludes

with observations about the findings of the study and a
review of its advantages and limitations.

With this in mind

it will address the issue of how this study extends our
knowledge of teaching in public schools.
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Endnotes:
1.
The word "excellence" in education produces endless
debate.
In business excellence can be defined by profit and
growth.
Yet these two objective criteria are relatively
meaningless in education; public schools do not generate
"profits", and "growth" is more often than not simply a
reaction to changes in population.
2.
A more cynical way to interpret the Lucretia Crocker
Fellowship program is to suggest that given the relative
lack of success which the hierarchy had had in imposing
educational reform previously, this was merely a clever way
to make teachers think they were more in control.
The
hierarchy still got to select the reform by selecting
fellows who could be counted on not to challenge the system.
Yet, in all honesty, I think that such a view gives the
hierarchy more credit for foresight and cleverness than is
its due.
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CHAPTER 2
THE CONDITIONS OF TEACHING

Defining Empowerment
The concern for the issue of teacher empowerment is to
be found in the conditions of teachers’ everyday work.

In

this chapter we will look at these conditions and see how

they effect teachers.
To start our study of empowerment is to begin with the
most obvious part of empowerment:
that has many connotations.

"power".

Just a few are as follows:

can mean the ability to compel others,
dynamism,
persist,

Power is a word
it

to possess energy and

to influence or cajol, to control or govern, to
to possess strength.

These are all terms that can

be viewed positively when being used to accomplish some
desired ends.

At the same time power can be seen as

something that can get out of control; or as we often hear
it put:

"Too much power corrupts."

Thus it is not

surprising to find that while much effort may be put into
creating power, at the same time much effort is also put
into channeling, controlling, and focusing it.
To empower is to imbue with power.

Empowerment is a

term whose increasing significance signals a concern for the
conditions of powerlessness and dissatisfaction which is
felt within the teaching profession.
complex, multidimensional activity,
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Because teaching is a
it is reasonable to

expect that we will find many factors that potentially lead
to perceptions of powerlessness and dissatisfaction within
the profession.
A review of the literature suggests five broad
categories of issues that are frequently identified as
related to teacher empowerment: professional commitment,
professional interaction, professional knowledge, the group
nature of teaching, and the effects of outside intrusion on
the profession of teaching.

Each of these areas has been

discussed at length in the literature, and each of these
areas, singly or in combination, has been addressed as
necessary to the empowering of teachers.
Professional Commitment
Teaching has historically been a profession
characterized by relatively low salaries when compared to
other professions requiring similar educational backgrounds.
A disproportionately larger number of teachers are women,
and the wages accorded to teachers have been more in keeping
with other professions dominated by women such as social
work and nursing (Lortie,

1975).

While wages are often

related to productivity, efforts to define and measure
productivity in education have traditionally been difficult
to achieve

(Callahan,

1962).

One common indicator, per

student cost, may in fact conceal much of what actually
happens in a school system.

For example,

if experienced

teachers leave the profession for economic reasons, and if
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there is a surplus o£ candidates for teaching positions,
public schools may actually realize improved per student
costs by continually replacing more experienced teachers
with newer teachers since salary schedules are based on
seniority (Dworkin,

1987).

Schlecty and Vance

(1981), Vance and Schlecty (1982)

have demonstrated that it is the most academically
proficient teachers who tend to leave education.

When

recruits to teaching are ranked according to their
performance on the Scholastic Aptitude Test

(SAT), they

found that teaching tended to attract a disproportionately
larger number of recruits from those scoring lowest.

When

they compared the rate of retention between those who had
scored highest and lowest on the SAT, they found that those
in the higest scoring group had a substantially higher rate
of defection from teaching than those in the lower scoring
group, such that there was a clear and inverse correlation
between high SAT scores and commitment to teaching as a
career.

While not surveying individuals as to why they

chose to leave teaching, Vance and Schlecty (1982) suggest
that the more academically able a teacher is, the broader
the range of career options that will be potentially
available.

They see the issue as an economic one:

It would be tremendously costly, both in dollars and
effort, to enhance the status of teaching enough so
that this occupation would attract and hold 10% of all
college graduates.
And there's the rub.
Teaching
positions today account for approximately 10% of all
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college graduates.
If policy makers wish to exclude
the bottom quarter or the bottom half of college
graduates from the talent pool, they must pay the price
for attracting the top half.
That price is
substantially higher than most legislators seem to be
willing to acknowledge, (p. 27)
At the same time, teaching possesses many non-economic
"attractors" which can appeal to individuals who wish to be
teachers.

Frequent holidays, a work-free summer, the

ability to be home when their own children are at home, and
the opportunity to do meaningful work, can all be powerful
reasons why individuals might chose to become teachers and
stay teachers.
But it should not be concluded that simply because
individuals decide to stay in teaching that they feel a
sense of commitment to their work.

As Dworkin (1987)

points out, entrapment, where an individual wants to leave
but can not, may be of greater harm to the educational
process than those who actually act upon their
dissatisfaction by finding other employment.

Changing

careers may be practical for the younger teacher who has yet
to become entangled in family and financial commitments.
But for the older teacher an inability to easily transfer
skills to another career, along with financial,

family and

community commitments may effectively prevent the individual
from acting upon a desire to leave the profession.

Dworkin

argues that this entrapment of teachers results in a loss of
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commitment and enthusiasm which in turn results in lower
student achievement.
One seemingly obvious solution to the issue of salaries
would be to simply pay teachers more.

This would help to

keep those who are in the profession there, and would help
to attract a more academically capable group of applicants
in the future.

However the question of how much more money

is a thorny one at best.

As the Carnegie Task Force on

Teaching as a Profession (1986) makes clear, more money
would require that teachers become more accountable.
a business sense that sounds good.

And in

But as we will see, the

issue of accountability is not clear cut when it comes to
the issue of what teachers do, how they are supervised, and
how their work is organized.
Professional interaction
In looking at the issue of teacher stress, Barry Farber
(1984) noted in his study of suburban teachers that 25
percent of the teachers felt that they rarely have rewarding
contacts with colleagues, and 42.4 percent felt that this
was frequently the case.

While 60.8 percent indicated that

they either never or rarely feel there is a sense of
community in their schools.

Likewise, Goodlad (1983a)

in

his observational studies of schools confirms the existence
of these problems.

Teachers in his samples did not appear

to be working collaboratively on problems that pertained to
their schools; teachers in higher grade levels set the
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expectations for teachers in lower grade levels.

Teachers,

in general, have little contact with other adults around
professional issues.

Indeed,

the presence of outsiders,

principals, colleagues, superintendents, and parents within
the bounds of the classroom carries a negative connotation
for the classroom teacher

(Lortie, 1975).

The outsider's

presence is more apt to be a signal that something is wrong
than right.
It has been argued that there is a functionality to
this cellular,

isolated condition of the classroom teacher.

Firstly, because teaching has been characterized as a high
turnover profession,

the advantages of having teachers work

as teams would be outweighed by the disruption to the team
of constantly having to reintroduce new members
1975).

(Lortie,

Thus the cellular nature of the classroom permits

the replacement of individual teachers with minimal
disruption to the functioning of the organization.

The June

college graduate can find himself or herself a teacher in
September with all the same responsibilities as the veteran
teachers.

So long as the new resident possesses the

requisite training and certification, the change is effected
with minimal disruption to the organization.

Lortie (1975)

observed that when interactive sharing did occur among
teachers,

it was in terms of highly specific methods, or

"tricks", that could be easiy and directly applied to their
own classroom.
20

Interestingly, a characteristic of this professional
isolation from other teachers is that it may place
inordinate pressure and expectations on the individual.

As

Deborah Britzman (1986) says.
While the structure of the teaching experience is
characterized by isolation, it is also sustained and
obscured by the value placed on individual effort.
As
structure fades into the background of daily activity
and is 'forgotten*, the teacher's individual effort
appears as the sole determinant of educational matters,
(p. 448)
The more isolated teachers are, the more they are
forced to depend on the general and idealized expectations
of society as their guide.
Cherniss

(1980a) argues for the importance of contact

with colleagues as a means of allowing opportunity for
catharsis, the sharing of techical and practical advice, the
giving of mutual support, and the stimulating of discussion.
Although he hastens to add that this is not always the case
when teachers actually are brought together.

Staff

interaction can also be negative, characterized by bitch
sessions, differing personal values, competition over
resources, status and power that can raise rather than lower
levels of stress.

Professlonal Knowledge
Recent attempts to professionalize teaching have argued
that teaching possesses a unique body of propositional and
procedural knowledge (e.g., see Cummings, 1983; Hunter,
1982) that can inform the practice of teaching.
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The teacher

is portrayed as a decision maker whose application of
procedures and propositions is based on conditional
knowledge.

While procedural and propositional knowledge can

be taught, conditional knowledge is the result of experience
and insight applied to differing situations.

Conditional

knowledge is personal knowledge that often remains
unarticulated but important to the successful implementation
of propositional and procedural knowledge.

Traditionally it

is learned through observation and apprenticeship.
Education is not a product or service with universally
agreed upon goals or standards that permit easy
objectification and quantification.

As Dan Lortie

(1975)

expresses it:

[In some professions], the service or product offered
can be assessed in light of a single, major
purpose--the standard of assessment is unitary.
The
lawyer wins or loses his case; the engineer's bridge
bears the specified weight or does not.
But teaching
acts are normally assessed in terms of multiple
criteria applied simultaneously.
The teacher who holds
the class spellbound may be faulted for inaccuracies of
content; reprimanding a particular child may calm the
rest of the students but provoke allegations of
inequity from the accused.
Few people seem to define
schooling as purely intellectual in intent--the general
tendency is to include a variety of socialization
goals.
Breadth of purpose means that teaching
performances will be judged in terms of moral,
aesthetic, and scientific values all at once:
But what
is good or beautiful or true?
( p. 138)
It has been noted that effective teachers respond to
the psychological and emotional needs of students, that they
possess interpersonal skills, and that they have a command
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of subject matter;
several professions

indeed, they cross the boundaries of
(Lortie,

1975).

Teachers may find

themselves expected to make decisions in the classroom which
address psychological, social, and educational needs of
their students.

But unlike the psychologist, psychiatrist,

physician, or lawyer who often spends much of his or her
working time with a single client, the teacher must make
these decisions in the public realm of the classroom where
there are simultaneous and competing demands for attention
from several individuals.
In the absence of a unitary standard by which to assess
performance, Lortie

(1975)

found that teachers justified

teaching in terms of three themes.

The first theme was a

belief in the teacher as a moral agent who prepares students
for life as responsible citizens.

Interestingly, he points

out, more often that not being a responsible citizen means
demonstrating compliance and obediance within the classroom.
The second purpose teachers saw for themselves was
connecting their students to school or to some specific
subject matter in a way that would excite their students'
interests.

The third purpose expressed by the teachers was

a desire to reach all the students in their class in the
belief that all students were entitled to a public
education,
Not surprisingly public school teachers have been
observed to make little use of any applied pedagogical
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theory in their classrooms
1984).

(McDonald,

1986;

Hargreaves,

In his account of forming a teacher's group to

discuss pedagogical theory, Joseph McDonald

(1986) noted

that initially the group tended to be more like a support
group in which members vented their frustration with
teaching.

This phenomenon has also been noted by other

observers in the public school
1968).

(Lortie,

1975; Jackson,

Teachers rarely engage in talk with each other that

could be construed as professional.

The language used is

neither specialized nor does it possess a body of shared
knowledge not readily accessible to those outside the
profession.

Normally the vocabulary which the members of a

profession use with each other is typically arcane and
serves to limit access by outsiders
However,

(Lortie,

1975).

in the case of teaching the vocabulary is

characterized by an absence of technical language
1968).

(Jackson,

Given the complexity of teaching it is somewhat

surprising to discover that this absence of technical
language appears to correspond with a conceptual simplicity
in the outlook of teachers towards the practice of teaching.
As Philip Jackson (1968) notes,

this conceptual outlook is

characterized by four qualities:
1)
an uncomplicated view of causality;
2)
an intuitive, rather than rational approach to
classroom events;
3)
an opinionated, as opposed to open-minded stance
when confronted with alternative teaching practices;
and
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4)
a narrowness in the working definitions assigned to
abstract terms.
(p. 144)
Thus the student who fails to perform well in the
classroom may simply be explained as having "emotional
problems" due to parents' divorce, or because the student
was up late the night before, or simply,
student is not interested".

"because the

The effects of teacher training

as a way of increasing professional expertise have been
equivocal.

As Lortie

(1975) describes teacher training:

"Training (and even subsequent experience)

is not a dramatic

watershed separating the perceptions of naive laymen from
later judgments by knowing professionals"

(p.66).

However such a simplistic approach to the interactions
of the classroom may be reflective of the futility in trying
to impose order on the relative chaos and unpredictability
of the classroom (Jackson,

1968).

In attempting to

understand the complexities of a single individual's
behavior,

if the psychologist frequently experiences

frustration, then the task of the classroom teacher, whose
understanding is confounded by the fact that these behaviors
occur in the midst of a group of interacting individuals,
even more perplexing in its sheer complexity and
unpredictability.

Indeed,

it is a situation that does not

permit the teacher to establish a clear sense of
"authorship" over the events of the classroom
1975).

(Lortie,

Change can and frequently does occur within the
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is

classroom and the success or failure which may adhere to
that change can possess a myriad of causal explanations
which seem plausible.

As Karl Weick

(1985) points out,

"Because the technology of education is not clear, educators
try many different things and find it difficult to tell what
works"

(p.

119).

Given the complex nature of the events,

it is more

likely that the causes and effects can not be separated.

In

looking at the notion of simple causal explanations in
complex situations, Weick

(1979)

notes,

"An important

insight that occurs in a variety of sources is that meaning
is often retrospective, not prospective. Actions occur for
any of several reasons, and only when the actions are
completed is it possible for a person to review them and
know what decision was made or what intention was present"
(p.

92).

This quality of prospective uncertainty means that

the ability to excercise conditional knowledge is of
tremendous importance to successful teaching.
conditional knowledge is often unspoken,

Yet

intuited,

felt

knowledge that is developed through experience and the
observation of others.
Yet Lortie

(1975) points out that teaching is a

profession without the opportunity to gradually acquire
skills.

The thirty year veteran upon retiring is often

replaced by a neophyte, and yet the expectations are the
same for the new teacher as they had been for the veteran.
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This lack of gradual initiation gives teaching
sink-or-swim quality

(Brltzman,

1986).

a

Indeed, the

experiences of new teachers tend to indicate that their
notions of teaching prior to actually teaching bear little
relevance to the actual teaching role they assume.

As a

result new teachers by and large tend to see the theory and
methods courses which they take in college as usually having
little relevance to their success as teachers. Thus teachers
generally belittle the role of theory in the everyday
practice of teaching

(Britzman,

1986; Hargreaves, 1984).

What is seen as more important is the actual experience of
teaching.

This in turns perpetuates a situation in which

much of the success of teaching is viewed as dependent upon
the personal abilities of the teacher to control and manage
rather than a possession of a knowledge of the profession
(Britzman,

1986).

Dworkin (1987) maintains teaching is like

basic training in the Prussian army; the survivors are the
ones who eventually move into more comfortable and safer
positions.
Behavioristic approaches in education have increasingly
defined a technology of teaching.

Philip Jackson (1986)

identifies such a technology of teaching as '’mimetic”
teaching Ill.

As its name implies, the emphasis lies in the

student imitating the knowledge and methods possessed by the
teacher.

As he points out,

”This makes it secondhand

knowledge, so to speak, not in the perjorative sense of that
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term, but simply In that it has to have belonged to someone
first before it can belong to anyone else"

(p.

117).

Characteristically, the knowledge transmitted
mimetically is knowledge that can be "objectified" since it
is knowledge that can be reproduced by the learner in its
original form.

Thus

it is knowledge which is compatible

with a behavioristic approach since it can be classified as
right or wrong, accurate or inaccurate, correct or incorrect
based on some idealized version residing in the mind of the
teacher,

textbook,

or curriculum guide.

Likewise,

these

same characteristics can permit the educational process to
be accountable not just in a figurative sense,

but in a

literal sense as well.
This knowledge is also compatible with the theme of
social control in school.
definite,

Because it is finite and

it can perpetuate the social mythology of the

teacher as an expert whose knowledge is unquestionable
(Britzman,

1986).

Thus students are reduced to the role of

passive participants in their education when confronted by
the "expert" teacher.

Because there is a linkage between

the authority of the teacher and the certainty of knowledge,
those issues which involve uncertainty potentially threaten
the position of the teacher as the controlling authority
figure in the classroom.
While Jackson (1986) maintains that this rendering of
education represents a gradual trend towards a "scientific
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spirit” in education, Raymond Callahan's

(1962) observations

of education would argue that it is merely the continuation
of a theme first started by the borrowing of Frederic
Taylor's scientific management from the realm of business
and industry.

In any event,

it is a trend that shows no

signs of weakening as evidenced by the "how to” books which
present various translations of behavioral research for the
practicing teacher

(e.g., see Cummings, 1983; Hunter,

1982).

At the same time, teaching is often acknowledged to be
something more than the transmission of information and
methods.

When individuals are asked for retrospective

accounts of those teachers who most influenced them, they
tend to identify those teachers who changed their conception
of themselves or the way they saw the world
1986).

(Jackson,

It is a powerful tradition in the Western world and

is reflected in such great teachers as Socrates, Christ, and
Ghandi, where the teacher's impact was not in the mere
transmission of facts, but in the meaning which those facts
brought to the individuals life.
To account for this phenomenon, Jackson (1986)
identifies a second major tradition in teaching as the
"transformative" tradition, which is the complement of the
mimetic tradition.

The term transformative is used because

it suggests that the teacher's role is to bring about a
change in the outlook and values of the student that extends
beyond the mere accretion of knowledge implied in the
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mimetic tradition.

While the mimetic tradition is defined

by the presence of method and a specific body of knowledge,
the transformative tradition is less easily defined
precisely because there is no specific method or content to
this approach.
But the lack of a method also means that this approach
to teaching is not subject to a methodological description,
and thus it is not an approach that can be directly taught
nor easily understood.

However, as Jackson (1986) points

out, such teaching is subject to description, and he
identifies three qualities which appear in the
transformative tradition:

1)
the teacher must model the beliefs and values which
she seeks to have emulated;
2)
the teaching style is more rhetorical in nature.
There is less emphasis placed on the demonstrations and
proofs that are characteristic of the mimetic
tradition;
3)
there is a greater use of narrative stories such as
parables, and myths which provide insight into how to
live one's life. (pp. 124-125)
Given that such education raises questions of values
and beliefs,

it is not surprising that it is also frequently

accompanied by controversy.

In a pluralistic, diverse

society where technology and science are seen as virtues the
teaching of values and beliefs is often challenged as
inappropriate or biased.

As Sidney Arons

(1983) points out

the structure of public schools favors a conservative
outlook; controversy is quashed as being disruptive to the
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institutional order.

In spite of public demands to develop

independent thinking skills, classrooms full of independent
thinkers may be too greatly at odds with the daily reality
of public schools concerned with issues of order and
control.

Indeed the very assumption behind the

transformative tradition, that there may be a plurality of
views and autonomous individuals seems in contradiction with
the notion of a "common" education for all.

When all that

is required is a display of factual knowledge and technique,
it is much simpler for the educational accountant to verify
that the teacher is dispensing an equivalent education to
each student.
It is not a perception of teaching that has much to do
with creativity,

the unique, and the critical.

Indeed,

Britzman (1986) suggests that in the eyes of their students,
for whom the larger school organization is generally an
unknown, the teacher comes to re-present the implicit
beliefs of the larger organization.

From the standpoint of

the student, the teacher and the school organization are
probably pretty much one and the same.

Thus students come

to see the role of the teacher as one in which the teacher
should control and limit the activities of the students. It
is a perception that is very much in line with adjusting,
conforming, and accepting.

It is also a perception that is

in line with a technical, mimetic approach.
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For both

teacher and student the classroom Is potentially a
constrained and constraining environment which perpetuates
the status quo.
The__Group Nature of Teaching
Teachers must manage and control relatively large
groups of individuals, substantial numbers of whom,
asked, would voice the desire to be elsewhere
1968; Lortie;

1975).

if

(Jackson,

As Carolyn Bunting (1984) observes

about the group context of teaching,

"teachers are expected

to accept responsibility for decision making in the
classroom and to closely supervise the student to assure a
high level of conformity to rules and regulations"

(p.

197).
Unlike the lawyer or physician whose client seeks them
out, the teacher's student "client" is a conscript.

Because

education is compulsory, teachers are forced to spend large
amounts of time directed to social control
1986).

(Britzman,

The student is often in school simply because he or

she is legally obligated to be there

(Wise,

1979).

Unlike

the relationship between other professionals and their
client, students have little say in whom they receive for a
teacher.

Should a student find that the classroom and

school is not to his or her liking, there is often no legal
choice but to attend.

The option of not attending can only

be excercised at the peril of being placed in an even more
tightly controlled environment such as the court system.
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special schools,

or juvenile facilities.

The relationship

this system has to military conscription,

prisons, and

psychiatric hospitals has not gone unnoticed

(Lortie,

1975) .
Unlike these other systems, the public school is
enjoined in many states from excercislng any physical
control over students.

As Arthur Wise

(1979) points out, at

the same time mandatory attendance in school became
widespread,

legal restraints were placed on the teacher

which severely circumscribed,

if not eliminated, physical

punishment.
Thus one of the greatest demands placed upon teachers
is to continually engage their pupils in the task at hand
(Lortie,

1975;

Jackson,

1986).

More often than not the

student may wish to be elsewhere, doing something of greater
personal interest.

But even when the students are engaged,

the teacher must then continue to focus and control the
activities of students.
tenuous,

Where the focus and control are

the teacher must rely on discipline to maintain an

orderly learning environment

(Bidwell,

1965).

Teachers work with students in groups that can range in
size from the low 20's to the 30’s or higher in certain
situations.

The teacher's day is about five hours long,

spent with large numbers of students;
elementary level,

20 to 30 at the

or as many as 25 or more every period for

four to six periods a day at the secondary level
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(Goodlad,

1984).

The sheer number of students often times does not

permit the teacher to establish particularly close
relations;

indeed at the secondary level the affect of most

classrooms can be described as "flat”
113).

(Goodlad,

1984, p.

To continually interact positively with such large

numbers is demanding, exhausting work.

One period a day may

be spent free of students at the high school level, while at
the elementary level there may or may not be a free period.
The opportunities for interaction with colleagues is
minimal, the school day simply does not permit it except in
the most perfunctory sense.
Typically a teacher must oversee large numbers of
interactions occuring simultaneously and continuously
throughout the school day.

As Jackson (1968) comments.

There is a social intimacy in schools that is unmatched
elsewhere in our society.
Buses and movie theaters may
be more crowded than classrooms, but people rarely stay
in such densely populated settings for extended periods
of time and while there, they usually are not expected
to concentrate on work or to interact with each
other... Indeed, imagine what would happen if a factory
the size of a typical elementary school contained three
or four hundred adult workers.
In all likelihood the
unions would not allow it.
Only in schools do thirty
or more people spend several hours each day literally
side by side. (p. 8)
Modern educational practices assign the teacher
responsibility for developing intrinsic motivators as a
means of engaging students and having them take
responsibility for their actions

(Jackson, 1968).

However,

this ignores the fact that many of the norms of schools are
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not Intrinsically rewarding.

Such expected and necessary

behaviors as waiting for one's turn,

being quiet, and

delaying Immediate gratification are hard to be seen as
rewards for students

(or for anyone else!).

When one stops

to consider that a classroom is not an anonymous grouping,
but a group In which there are friendships and loyalties,
the idea of sitting quietly in the midst of such potential
social interaction hardly seems rewarding at all, especially
if what is being done has little relevance in the eyes of
the student.
As Jackson (1968) points out,

teachers are expected to

consistently and fairly manage children, materials, and
processes within their classrooms.

For example, the flow of

dialogue is normally subject to teacher control as there is
frequently more than one individual who would like to speak.
Likewise,

teachers, and elementary teachers in particular,

are expected to manage the distribution and use of supplies
by their students.

Furthermore the teacher frequently

distributes the rewards of the system, be it grades or
special priveleges.

Teachers must accomplish these tasks

while usually working within the confines of schedules and
time constraints, simultananeoulsy compensating for the
unexpected interruptions to the flow of the daily
activities.

It is a context which fits with the crowded

nature of the classroom, where many Individuals must be
simultaneously directed and managed.
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Nonetheless the teacher's role is not management
structured in the sense that teachers excercise little or no
administrative discretion within the public school
organization (Lortie, 1975).

For example, teachers

generally have no independence in budget or decision making
at the organizational level.

Yet at the same time teachers

are called upon to make decisions which may have long term
effects on their students

(Lortie,

1975).

Unlike

professionals such as psychiatrists and psychotherapists who
make similar decisions,

the teacher lacks time for

deliberation because of the need to immediately, and often
simultaneously, respond to various students within the
classroom.

But unlike the psychiatrist or psychologist, the

teacher lacks impressive professional credentials; thus
making it more likely that decisions will be questioned,
particularly if they deviate from accepted norms within the
school organization.
Additionally, a characteristic of the classroom which
is in opposition to control is its previously mentioned
quality of immediacy.

It possesses a here and now quality

of spontaneity (Jackson,

1986) which does little to assist

the teacher in predicting outcomes at any more than the
level of the immediate future.

What does appear to dominate

the atmosphere of the classroom is not the organizational
mandate to control, but rather the teacher's and students'
perceptions of the individual teacher's ability to control
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the class.

As Britzman (1986) points out,

"When the double

pressures of isolation and institutional mandates to control
force teachers to equate learning with social control, the
teacher's role becomes one of merely instilling knowledge
rather than engaging learners"

(p.

449).

Being held responsible for another's work can produce
conflict

(Kahn, Wolfe, Quinn, and Snoek,

1964).

For

teachers being responsibile for the work habits of 25 to 100
or more student "workers", who have no say in their
schooling and who are in all probability not fully
socialized into the work ethic, the opportunities for
conflict seem rife.

For teachers it seems probable that

they experience stress in attempting to direct their
students toward some level of attainment when the students
are likely not to perceive any personal benefit or purpose
to the work being demanded.

When asked what constituted a

"good day" the teachers Lortie interviewed responded with
such student attributes as:
behaves,

responsive, cooperative,

follows teacher directions, works hard, and

conforms to rules

(Lortie,

As Kahn et al.

1975).

(1964) observe,

"Control over the

behavior of members is the essence of social organizations"
(p.

78), and schools are places where the ability to control

and manage groups is seen as vital to successful outcomes.
Yet the imposition of discipline which is necessitated by
student misbehavior is itself disruptive to the process of
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teaching

(Blase,

1986).

Focus on the behavior of one

individual is done at the expense of focus on others and the
classroom process.

Additionally teachers’

feelings of being

cast in the role of disciplinarian are typically negative;
characterized by feelings of anger,

frustration, anxiety,

powerlessness and a fear of losing control

(Blase, 1986).

The need to employ discipline can be seen as a failure on
the part of the teacher to engage the students in the task
at hand.

As Lortie

(1975) noted in his observations of

teachers,

teachers felt a strong need to engage students if

learning was to proceed.

Because of expectations that

teachers positively engage students, use of authoritarian
techniques is often seen by teachers as incompatible with
their image of effective classroom teaching (Blase,

1986)

and can thus be seen as the failure of the teacher to do his
or her work well.
Whereas the physician, the lawyer, or the psychologist
normally address only one client at a time, teachers must
address several different clients simultaneously.

With the

potential for several interactions occuring simultaneously
teaching tends to be a profession in which uncertainty is a
salient, daily characteristic (McDonald, 1986).

While

teachers may begin their day with a lesson plan, how their
students will react to that daily plan—with boredom and
disinterest, or enthusiasm and understanding—will only be
known at the end of the day.

What students bring with
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themselves to classrooms,

their attitudes, reactions, and

prejudices, can result in complex and unpredictable outcomes
in the context of the classroom group.

This uncertainty of

outcomes is in all probability disturbing to teachers
whenever they are confronted with organizational norms that
value predictability and accountability which in a
technologically oriented society results in the efforts to
rationalize the operation of schools

(Wise,

1979).

The Effects of Outside Intrusion
Because teaching is seen as vital to the interests of
society it is a profession that comes under considerable
scrutiny.

Additionally, because virtually everyone attends

school as a child,

teaching has a high degree of social

familiarity that contributes to a sense that non-educators
can have expert opinions on how teaching should be done.
As pointed out by Arthur Wise

(1979) schools are the

recipients of diverse expectations in the form of legislated
mandates which use the schools to accomplish diverse social
ends such as vocational training, social adaptibi1ity,
integration of minorities, and the rehabilitation of the
handicapped.

It is an environment in which the teacher must

constantly respond to societal imperatives translated into
the organizational goals and objectives of the institution.
It has been characteristic of school systems, both at
the local level and at the state and federal level to put
forth general statements on the purpose of education that
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stress its importance to the individual, community, and
nation

(Cassell,

1984).

Given the seeming importance o£

education in the life of the nation,

it is no surprise that

at least those teachers who are new to the profession should
enter it with enthusiasm and commitment.

Of course, as the

teacher becomes more familiar with the routine of teaching,
he or she may end up wondering if the pop culture of the
T.V., the radio, and the shopping mall are the actual goal
setters and motivators of the nation (Goodlad, 1984).
The reality may be that public school teachers and
administrators are often subject to processes over which
they feel little direct control.

Goodlad's

(1984)

observation of few significant differences between secondary
schools across different states seems somehow at variance
with the notion that teaching knowledge is highly
provisional.

It would seem more likely that we should see

fifty diverse ways of constructing public education.

That

we do not see these differences argues for the presence of
widely shared social expectations, which when combined with
occupational isolation, result in a profession more liable
to conformism than diversity.
Callahan (1962) has argued that in spite of the
uncertainty which adheres to the process of teaching, the
public schools since the beginning of the twentieth century
have been dominated by a conception of management borrowed
from industry.

Likewise, Michael Katz (1975) argues that
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the structure o£ the public school has systematically been
oriented towards issues of control and socialization.

For

Katz the bureaucratic structure of the public school insures
that these objectives are accomplished by means of a
technology that specifies ends and means.

The message that

both these scholars bring to the issue is that schools,
their goals, and the way they are run are shaped by the
external environment, and that the external environment
values efficiency and control and believes it to be the
consequence of cause and effect sequences.
their message is a negative one,

Even though

their implication that

public schooling is subject to individual or group control
may be overly optimistic.
The reality may be that public school teachers are
subject to processes over which they exert little direct
control.

As Arendt (1958) points out, rule "by nobody" is

not the same as "no rule".

Indeed, Goodlad's

(1984)

observation of little observable difference from school to
school across states indicates that there may well be
powerful aspects of our public school organizations which
shape teachers into a surprisingly homogeneous group.

As

Britzman (1986) points out, the presence of powerful
expectations within the organization shape the behavior of
teachers.

Such expectations emphasize the self-sufficiency

of the individual in matters of both the teacher's ability
to control and the teacher's knowledge of subject matter.
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Public schools tend to bureaucratic forms of
organization in the sense that they tend to emphasize roles
and divisions of labor set within a hierarchial
organizational structure.

This of course is not an uncommon

form of organization for schools or for business and
industry.

However,

it is not without its consequences.

In the effort to increase procedural and propositional
knowledge in teaching it has been observed that teacher
training is increasingly focused on behavioral science with
its emphasis on "treatments" and "options"

(Lortie,

1975).

And behavioral science seems ideally suited for a
bureaucratic organization.

However when contrasted against

the uncertainty of outcomes that teachers report, such
behavioristic approaches, while scientific in their
conception, must seem marginally relevant to those who
contend with the complexities of the classroom.
Nonetheless, schools are not insulated from the expectations
prevalent in society.

As Pfeffer

(1981) observes,

"There is

no norm so central to the existing practice and ideology of
management as the norm of rationality"

(p. 10-11).

Thus it

should come as little surprise to find that appeals to
rationalize the operations of schools are frequently invoked
in the effort to govern public schools and are reflected in
educational theory,

(Knezevich, 1984)

1979).
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law, and policy (Wise,

Brltzman (1986) argues that the process of becoming a
teacher is a process of ideological training of which the
teacher is more often than not unaware.

Because of the

isolation which teachers experience, whatever "world view"
most teachers come to live by in the classroom remains
unarticulated, and in being unarticulated is Impotent in the
face of a rationalized organizational bureaucracy
(McDonald,

1986).

Social expectations come to dominate the

conception of what a teacher should be. Because of
compulsory mass education, teaching is perhaps one of the
most socially familar professions in our culture
1986) and most subject to external influences.

(Britzman,
Virtually

everyone who has graduated from high school has spent 12 or
more years observing teachers, and such familiarity
frequently leads to the conclusion that teaching is a
relatively simple task because it is so common

(Lortie,

1975) .
Richard Hofstadter

(1963) points out that for Americans

the value of a public school education has been in its
utility.

When set against such a standard, the teacher

comes under powerful social expectations that question
activities which do not have practical application.

Thus

isolation, when combined with a strong ethos of practicality
and utility, restrains the scope of the public school
teacher.

Activities which might be considered imaginative,

or critical are less subject to common agreement under a
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doctrine of utility.

As Hofstadter

(1963) states,

"an undue

concern with the development of mind (is) seen as a form of
arrogance or narcissism which one would expect to find
mainly in the morally corrupt"

(p.

309).

In the absence of

a strong profession possessing intellectual traditions, the
Individual teacher is unlikely to risk much that would
change the school as it is.
Interestingly, the pursuit of "objective", scientific
measures of education persist in spite of the fact
researchers grudingly concede they probably do not exist.
Eva Baker, director of the UCLA Center for the Study of
Evaluation states.
When the individual teacher is our focus, we must take
special care to allow for differences in pedagogical
style, since for various topics, objectives, grade
levels, personalities, settings, and student groups, no
'best' pedagogical approach has been identified. (1987,
p. 12)
Yet even though we are unable to determine what the "best"
pedagogical approach for a particular context.

Baker does

not hesitate to then state that
The desire to find out how schools are doing is clearly
legitimate...[The needs of educators, policymakers] are
to assess the impact of resources they have invested
and to target continuing or new needs.
They need
relatively unambiguous, clear information.
(p. 12)
Just how we get that clear information given the
complexity of interacting variables is unclear.
Meyer and Rowan (1977) point out,

Yet as

"...organizations are

driven to incorporate the practices and procedures defined
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by prevailing rationalized concepts of organizational work
and institutionalized in society"

(p.

340).

Teachers interviewed by Jackson (1968) expressed
concern about being overly controlled in their teaching by
the school organization through the imposition of overly
rigid curriculums and administrators bent on evaluation.
While teachers appeared to accept the idea that general
guidelines were necessary to the operation of the school,
the thought of the larger school organization intruding into
their classroom and dictating how situations should be
handled was resented.

Such intrusions were seen as limiting

the teacher's ability to respond to the spontaneity of the
classroom and as insulting to the the teacher's professional
pride.
Often times the concern of the teacher's supervisor is
with quietness, good order, and compliance with regulations.
When these qualities are present it can lead to the
assumption that the teacher is doing his or her job
effectively.

Generally the attention of students is assumed

when there is quiet and when there is eye contact between
the students and the teacher.

"In an educational sense, when

group control is lost, all is lost," says Jackson (1968, p.
105).

It is a condition of teaching which acts to constrain

teachers in deviating from accepted norms.

When quietness

becomes a measure of how well one is doing as a teacher,

it

is unlikely that anything which might provoke noise will be
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undertaken.

Indeed the theme of control within public

schools is sufficiently related to the ideal of successful
teaching that teachers generally will not risk activities
which might threaten that control (Goodlad 1984).
Yet unless the classroom teacher is willing to
relentlessly impose norms of behavior on students, she or he
must be able to engage their interest in the subject at
hand.

While curriculum guides may represent the goals of

the organization translated into the specifics of the
classroom,

for teachers such guides rigidly interpreted can

be seen a threat to their ability to respond to the unique
qualities of their classrooms

(Jackson,

1968).

Since building principals are themselves subject to
many competing demands, teachers often find that in the
absence of any pressing problems, supervision is often
fairly minimal.

For a teacher this can result in a feeling

of limited autonomy.

Given this somewhat constrained

latitude, Jackson (1968) sees three ways in which teachers
engage students through the use of instructional content:
1)
altering curriculum to meet the needs and interests
of students;
2)
grouping students for a better fit between
curriculum and ability;
3)
injecting novelty, humor, and human interest as a
means of enlivening activities.
(p. 107)
Nonetheless, demands within a school may result in
expectations that overpower whatever sense of autonomy the
individual teacher may feel.

Daniel Duke (1984) points out
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four aspects of teachers' roles that can contribute to this
condition:

"Job reduction",

in which different individuals

assume specific responsibilities within the school such as
the vice-principal being the disciplinarian ;

"job

simplification" in which teaching packages and materials are
designed to be "teacher proof";

"job expansion" in which

teachers take on increased duties as a result of personnel
cutbacks; and "job enrichment" under which teachers are
expected to respond to new needs such as mainstreaming the
handicapped,

or maintaining records of compliance with new

laws and regulations
Likewise,

(p.

26-37).

for conscientious teachers,

the press of

unrealistic expectations upon their teaching role can
produce conflict when these demands exceed their capacity to
respond in terms of time and effort
Wolfe, Quinn,

&

Snoek,

1964).

(Cherniss,

For example,

1980a; Kahn,

the high school

English teacher may feel chronic role conflict when there
are externally imposed expectations for frequent written
assignments even though class loads may exceed a hundred
students.

The time for individually grading the work

becomes excessive and is stressful for the teacher.

The

ability of the teacher to feel a sense of personal agency
over time and energies is lost to the demands of the
educational process.

Stress can also occur when the role

requires behavior which is inconsistent with the
individual’s expectations or abilities
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(Cherniss,

1980a;

Kahn, Wolfe, Quinn,

&

Snoek, 1964).

Thus the first time

chemistry teacher may find that an ability to enforce
discipline is of greater importance to school norms than a
knowledge of chemistry.
In his interviews with teachers, Lortie

(1975) observed

that teachers appear to desire a balance between ambiguity
and autonomy.

Too much ambiguity, while seemingly providing

increased autonomy was negatively perceived by teachers.

At

the same time, schools which reduced ambiguity too severely,
also appear to restrict the autonomy desired by teachers.
Blase

(1986) points out,

"stress levels tend to be inversely

related to the degree to which individuals’ behavior is
consistent with the formal role expectations viz-a-vlz
particular problems"

(p.

2).

Organizational emphases on

avoiding risks, covering oneself, order, accountability,
uniformity, and conformity can conflict with the usual need
of professionals for autonomy and work control

(Cherniss,

1980a).
The Planning of Empowerment
A literature review of the conditions of teaching leads
to the inevitable conclusion that there are many potential
causes and combinations of causes which could conceivably
disempower teachers.

Motivated by the ideal of improving

public education, attempts to address issues such as
professional commitment, professional interaction,
professional knowledge, the group nature of teaching and the
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effects of outside Intrusion can all be interpreted as
efforts to empower teachers.

They can also be interpreted

as efforts to more effectively manage schools,

increase

productivity, and achieve greater efficiency.
A typical approach to the issue of empowerment is to
design top down programs that seek to bring it about.
Maeroff

Gene

(1988) describes one such effort that was partially

funded by the Rockefeller Foundation.
empowerment,

In this attempt at

the Issues of teacher isolation and teacher

expertise were addressed.

Teachers received training and

were encouraged to take greater responsibility for planning
curriculum and instruction.

Through the development of

teacher expertise and collaboration it was hoped that
teachers would begin to feel more confident at becoming
involved in decisions that effect the course of education.
At the same time, much of this effort at empowerment
depended upon the good will of administration, particularly
principals who were often central to providing teachers the
time and opportunity to participate in training.
The Carnegie report with its suggestion that committees
of teachers be responsible for the governance of school
seems the most radical attempt to achieve empowerment.

Yet

at the same time, even this change would still not be able
to totally escape the mix of laws, policies, and
expectations that surround public education.
education,

in the final analysis is public.
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Public
Given the

traditions that surround public involvement in public
schools,

the importance that education is seen to have with

respect to economic development and personal success, there
is little to indicate that teachers can ever be as
independent as other professionals.

Indeed, with the

emergence of specialization and the complexity of
undertakings in other professions,

it is unclear that we

will continue to see much of the independent professional
who controls the conditions of his or her work.
Increasingly even physicians,

lawyers, and engineers are to

be found in group practices where the personal control over
work is increasingly subservient to the needs of a larger
system.
The research suggests that there may be a variety of
ways to achieve empowerment through reforming the current
organization and structure of teaching.

If the reform

attempts to strengthen professional commitment, endeavors to
increase professional interaction, seeks to improve
professional knowledge, strives to give teachers more
effective management techniques for student groups, and
offers teachers more control over certain aspects of their
work conditions now controlled by non-teachers, then it is
possible to claim that the reform will "empower" teachers.
Or at least that is the logic that would seem to follow from
the research.

However to leave it at that would seem to

suggest that empowerment is something that can be done to
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teachers or for teachers by those who govern the public
schools.

It is a tantalizing proposition.

wrong...

or at best partially true.

teachers may be well

It may also be

Efforts to empower

intentioned, and these efforts may in

fact lead to improvements in the teaching profession from
both the standpoint of the reformers and teachers.

Yet what

is meaningful for those who propose changes to the
profession may or may not be meaningful in the same way at
the level of the individual teacher.

How individual

teachers attend to the issue of empowerment,

or indeed

whether they attend to it at all in their daily lives,
importance in helping us,

is of

in turn, understand the experience

of teaching in public schools.
The Lucretia Crocker Fellowship program can be seen as
an attempt to lend institutional legitimacy to the idea of
teacher empowerment.

It was a program created to respond to

many of the conditions that were cited in the foregoing
literature search.

It makes use of teacher expertise,

it

places a significant value on teachers working with other
teachers,

it allows the opportunity to manage time and

resources, and it accords at least a small group of teachers
public recognition and professional status.
does not put teachers in charge of schools,

However,

it

it does not

Increase compensation, nor does it specifically give them a
formal role in decision making.

It is an effort at

empowerment that can be said to represent a moderate attempt
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to respond to the conditions frequently cited in the
literature.

Given the current climate of fiscal

conservatism and advocacy for local control of education
within Massachusetts, the fellowship program can be praised
as an astute effort by the state to focus on the importance
of teacher participation in educational planning as well as
instruction.
The hopes of those who advocate the empowerment of
teachers is that the profession will be Improved through
encouraging and developing the talents and abilities of
teachers.

In the following chapter we will look at a

methodology for examining the issue of empowerment by
talking with Lucretia Crocker Fellows.

As we will see

later, becoming Lucretia Crocker Fellows did not somehow
turn these teachers into talented, committed, able teachers.
They already possessed those qualities.

Being selected a

Lucretia Crocker Fellow confirmed their qualities and
abilities,

it did not cause them.

In this sense this

dissertation is not a study of Lucretia Crocker Fellowship
program but a study of successful teachers; teachers who
were representative of a generally shared conception of what
ideal public school teachers should be.

For us the task is

to become familiar with these teachers and see if we can
come to share with them their understanding of the
conditions of their work which allow their talent and
ability to flourish.
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Endnotes

1.
Jackson (1986) observes that the mimetic tradition of
teaching can be reduced to five steps depending upon the
response of the learner:
Step One: Test. Some form of Inquiry, either formal or
informal, is initiated to discover whether the
student(s) in question already knows the material or
can perform the skill in question. This step is
properly ommitted if the student's lack of knowledge or
skill can be safely assumed.
Step Two: Present. Finding the student ignorant of what
is to be learned, or assuming him or her to be so, the
teacher "presents" the material, either
discursively--with or without the support of visual
aids—or by modeling or demonstrating a skillful
performance or some aspect thereof.
Step Three:
Perform/Evaluate.
The student, who
presumably has been attentive during the presentation,
is invited or required to repeat what he or she has
just witnessed, read, or heard.
The teacher (or some
surrogate device, such as a test scoring machine)
monitors the student's performance, making a judgement
and sometimes generating a numerical tally of its
accuracy or correctness.
Step Four (A):
(Correct Performance) Reward/Fix.
Discovering the performance to be reasonably accurate
(within limits usually set in advance), the teacher (or
surrogate device) comments favorably on what the
student has done and, when deemed necessary, prescribes
one or more repetitions in order to habituate or "fix"
the material in the student's repertoire of things
known or skills mastered.
Step Four (B)
(Incorrect performance)
Enter Remedial
Loop.
Discovering the student's performance to be
wrong (again within limits usually established in
advance), the teacher (or surrogate) initiates a
remedial procedure designed to correct the error in
question.
Commonly this procedure begins with a
diagnosis of the student's difficulty followed by the
selection of an appropriate corrective strategy.
Step Five:
Advance.
After the unit of knowledge or
skill had been "fixed" (all appropriate corrections
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having been made and drills undertaken), the teacher
and student advance to the next unit of "fresh”
instruction, returning to Step One, if deemed necessary
by the teacher, and repeating the moves in sequential
order.
The sequence of steps is repeated until the
student has mastered all the prescribed knowledge or
until all efforts to attain a prescribed level of
mastery have been exhausted.
(Jackson, 1986, p.
118-119)
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CHAPTER 3
THE METHOD AND ITS IMPLEMENTATION

The Idea for a Method
In Chapter 2 we studied the general conclusions of
current research and opinion on public education and public
school educators.

We also saw how society's concern with

productivity can result in schools which are remarkably the
same, which avoid substantial controversy and emphasize
control.

Indeed, when controversy does arise,

it often

centers on matters of religion and personal belief (which in
an essentially Protestant society may be one and the
same)—for which it is questionable as to whether there is
any objective reality—or on matters of utmost privacy such
as sex and reproduction for which there is no public
justification other than their factness.

It would appear

that the common public education in America has been
remarkably effective in creating a society which has a great
deal in common; so much so that conformity is perhaps the
most disturbing phenomenon of our age.

[11

What the literature tells us is that public school
systems are usually hierarchically arranged, that much
school policy is set by people who are not teachers, and
that teachers generally focus on their classrooms to the
exclusion of the outside system.

It is a structure that

keeps teachers isolated while simultaneously emphasizing
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control.

We know that In the eyes o£ outside observers

teachers generally see little connection between
professional knowledge as taught in schools of education and
the teaching they do every day.

We also know that teaching

is a high turnover profession, and that studies suggest it
is the brightest and most capable teachers that leave
earliest.

Of the teachers who remain, many express a desire

to leave but find themselves unable--leading to the
phenomenon of entrapment.

It is a bleak picture...

generally speaking.
However,

for every negative finding there is always the

likelihood that a counter example exists.

To the

observation that schools can be large and isolating, we
suspect that there can be schools which are intimate and
supportive.

Additionally, we could reasonably expect to

find that there are teachers who are satisfied and fulfilled
by their work.

To learn more about these situations would

potentially tell us more about public school teaching.
In this study we will look at teachers who are bright,
capable, and experienced who have not left education.

In

Massachusetts, each year, a small and select number of such
teachers are chosen to share what they do with other
teachers.

It is an opportunity to study public education

through the eyes of those who are perhaps the most empowered
and ask ourselves the question:
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What can we learn about

public school teaching and the topic of empowerment by
listening to them?
What must be first asked is whether the predominant
scientific/statistical model of studying large numbers of
teachers and schools is useful when our concern is with
individual situations.

It is an issue on which Hannah

Arendt had a particularly cogent insight and which
subsequently informs my decision as to a methodology:

The laws of statistics are valid only when large
numbers or long periods are involved and acts or events
can statistically appear only as deviations or
fluctuations.
The justification of statistics is that
deeds and events are rare occurences in everyday life
and history.
Yet the meaningfulness of everyday
relationships is disclosed not in everyday life but in
rare deeds, just as the significance of a historical
period shows itself only in the few events that
illuminate it.
The application of the law of large
numbers and long periods to politics or history
signifies nothing less than the wilful obliteration of
their very subject matter, and it is a hopeless
enterprise to search for meaning in politics or
significance in history when everything that is not
everyday behavior or automatic has been ruled out as
immaterial.
(1958, p. 42-43)
We have the strange situation that a method can be
technically correct but produce information which is either
wrong or trivial.

To understand this is to acknowledge that

methodologies contain assumptions.

For example, some of the

major assumptions of the scientific/statistical model are as
follows:

that we are always capable of sorting out cause

and effect or determining correlation, that by being
strictly empirical we can discover one explanation that best
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explains a phenomenon in accordance with the law of
parsimony,

that aspects of a phenomenon are measurable and

thus quantifiable, and that once we quantify phenomena we
can make legitimate comparisons between them,

what we do

know is that this approach has been remarkably effective in
understanding and predicting events in the physical world.
However the very qualities that make us the unique
Individuals that we are, are the very things that a
scientific/statistical analysis must ignore in its search
for abstract general laws.
other hand,

Statistical analysis, on the

is perfectly suited to a society which is

bureaucratic and where work, and job "roles", are synonymous
with a concern for smooth functioning as realized in
law-like processes.

That is simply another way of saying

that objective, statistically correct research has a built
in tendency to be alienating.

In creating norms, statistics

creates a standard by which we judge ourselves.

We then

"behave" with respect to these norms and deviatiations are,
by definition, abnormal.

Statistics not only come to

describe behavior and dismiss the outstanding and the
excellent as deviations, but they come to shape our notions
of how we ought to behave.
meaning of going beyond,

Excellence then loses its

of excelling.

Instead it comes to

signify the extension and perfection of another's thinking.
It becomes possible to talk of excellence as the perfection
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of roles and relationships in established hierarchies.

It's

not a comforting insight.
My point is simply to demonstrate that while a
statistical vantage point may possess methodological
correctness it can at the same time distance us from the
very thing we wish to know more about.

To study individuals

is to begin with an acknowledgement that individual
uniqueness is potentially very important.

In the final

analysis, what we study, how we study, and what we believe
will all influence what we discover:
Statements of fact are after all statements [italics in
original], which presumes a number of questionable
judgements: that those statements are worth making,
perhaps more worth making than certain others, that I
am the sort of person entitled to make them and perhaps
able to guarantee their truth, that you are the kind of
person worth making them to, that something useful is
accomplished by making them, and so on. (Eagleton,
1983)
Every legitimate study starts as an effort to better
describe reality.

In this study we are looking at a small

group of public school teachers who have been selected
because they use exemplary programs.

To do a statistical

study of such a small sample would be questionable at best;
at worst it would erase the very differences and qualities
that might tell us about these individuals.

If the

individual circumstances I seek to study contain
contradictions and complexities, and if these circumstances
contain many truths instead of one, and if meaning often
seems of greater importance than fact in deciding an
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outcome, then I need to find & method that acknowledges
these conditions.
The method that I employed in this study is grounded
in the work of the phenomenologist, Alfred Schutz
(1932/1967).

For Schutz,

it is through the understanding of

individual cases that we come to understand social reality:
... it is only by such understanding of Individual
action that social science can gain access to the
meaning of each social relationship and structure,
constituted as these are, in the last analysis, by the
action of the individual in the social world, (p.6)
Schutz points out that we can not observationally know
the subjective meaning of an actor's action.
know the action itself.

We can only

To remedy this situation, Schutz

proposes that we examine the
within which an act occurs:

objective/subjective dualism
The social world consists of

shared interpretative schemata which underlie language, art,
myth, science, etc..
share,

Without this common world that we

there would be no basis for attributing meaning to

the statements and actions of others.

What I can observe

and place within this larger context of meaning is called
the "objective" context.
shared world.

It is an affirmation of a common,

We understand the actions of others, and in

so doing assume that they can understand our actions.

As

Schutz puts it:
There is only one external world, the public world, and
it is given equally to all of us.
Therefore, every act
of mine through which I endow the world with meaning
refers back to some meaning endowing act of yours with
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respect to the same world.
Meaning is thus constituted
as an intersubjective phenomenon.
(p.32-33)
What we can not know observationally is the intended
meaning o£ the actor.

Schutz labels this the subjective

meaning of an action.

Yet it is this subjective meaning in

the mind of the actor which lies at the heart of a fuller
understanding of social action and how the social world is
constituted.

To frame the issue in terms of this study, we

can illustrate thusly:

To say that a teacher expresses

interest in a new method of reading by appearing at a
workshop already presupposes that we know the subjective
meaning of the teacher's action (his or her interest).

But

when we stop to consider some of the other possibilities,

it

could be that the teacher was told to be there by the
principal, or it could be that it is more convenient than
other workshops.

The possible explanations are endless.

To

be objectively correct, we can only say the teacher was
there.

To examine the subjective intentions, the meaning in

the mind of the actor, we must be able to enter into a
relationship with that teacher.

We must also be able to

have some sense as to where meaning comes from.
Again Schutz helps us:

"... the problem of meaning -la

a time problem (emphasis in original]—not a problem of
physical time, which is divisible and measurable, but a
problem of historical time."

(p. 12)

It is history, our

personal history and the history of our society that
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determine the context out of which we act into the future.
While that history conditions us and sets limits on what is
possible, through our actions in the present we are
potentially able to transcend that history and create new
meaning.
At any given moment we experience what Schutz calls a
duration:

"What we,

in fact, experience in duration is not

a being that is discrete and well-defined but a constant
transition from a now-thus to a new now-thus."

(p.45)

To

have our experience of duration become discrete and well
defined, he tells us,

"... presupposes a turning back

against the stream [of duration], a special kind of attitude
toward that stream, a

•reflection'..." (p.

47)

It is

through this "turning back" of the individual's attention
that the meaningful experience is constituted:
Because the concept of meaningful experience always
presupposes that the experience of which meaning is
predicated is a discrete one, it now becomes quite
clear that only a past experience can be called
meaningful, that is, one that is present to the
retrospective glance as already finished and done with,
(p. 52)
It is with this in mind that my approach sought to
engage the individual fellows in a reflecting upon their
experience in an effort to uncover meaning [21.

To have

presented them with a specific list of questions would have
been to have presented them with the results of my own
retrospective glances.

Yet at the same time, general
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questions and questioning were necessary simply to help in
the constitution of shared meaning through conversation.
It is important to understand that I am not advocating
a kind of "know nothing" social chat with someone who
happens to be a teacher.

The purpose in preparing Chapter

2 was to create a context by which I could relate the
experiences of the teachers I was studying with those of
other teachers, myself included,

it is, as was pointed out

earlier, only through the external world of shared meanings
and objects that I and another can refer back our individual
meaning in order to constitute and reconstitute a common
world.
Doing the Study
The process of becoming a Lucretia Crocker Fellow
starts in mid winter, almost eight months prior to the
fellowship year.

At that time notices are sent out to

schools and school administrators for posting in school
buildings.

At the same time, current Lucretia Crocker

Fellows often Include a statement in their presentations
about becoming a fellow.

Every potential fellow then

applies within his or her own school system to the
superintendent and school committee.

The local school

committee then has the option of nominating a single
candidate, or two candidates if the school district has more
than ten thousand students, to their regional office of the
Massachusetts Department of Education.
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It is assumed that

the district choice Is made on the basis o£ a teacher's
program rather than popularity; an assumption that is
checked at the state level.
The application itself is a ten page form which asks
for considerable detail regarding a teacher's program and
how it has been implemented in the home school district.

In

a flier that is distributed by the Massachusetts Department
of Education, the expectations which the program must meet
are spelled out:
[It must be a program] that has been in operation for
at least one full school year, is adaptable for other
classrooms, schools and districts and meets one or more
of the following criteria:
1.
2.
3.
4.
or
5.

It
It
It
It

advances academic and creative achievement,
creates a better school climate,
expands services to students,
provides alternative learning environments, and

It addresses issues of equity

Programs may be either Innovative or traditional, so
long as they are examples of sound educational
practice.
(Massachusetts Department of Education,
Undated flier)
The applications from the nominees of participating
school districts are then reviewed by staff at the six
regional offices of the Massachusetts Department of
Education and numerically rated according to the above
criteria.

Those applicants who best meet these criteria

receive an on-site visit from regional office staff.
Preliminary to my meeting with any Lucretia Crocker
Fellows,

I spoke with a state department of education
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regional office Lucretia Crocker Program coordinator to
learn more about the selection process.

She emphasized

that during this phase of the selection a conscientious
effort is made to sort out those programs which are clearly
"replicable" from those that are more a manifestation of the
teacher's personality.

This was an interesting observation

in Itself and seemed to confirm one of the themes of Chapter
2: that modern public education possess a technological bias
which is displayed in a preoccupation with mimetic
education.
On the basis of the site visits and the applications,
selected nominees then present their program before a
statewide selection panel.

It is from this statewide

presentation that the final nominations are made to the
Massachusetts State Board of Education for appointment to a
fellowship.

This final appointment is typically made in the

late spring of the school year.
Making Contact with the Fellows
Making contact with the Lucretia Crocker Fellows was to
be more difficult than I

imagined.

The actual confirming

vote of appointment to a fellowship by the Massachusetts
State Board of Education occurred in May of the preceding
school year.

At this point the names of those who have been

selected technically becomes a matter of public record.
was at this time I contacted the division of the
Massachusetts Department of Education responsible for
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It

coordinating the Lucretia Crocker Fellowships.

It was my

hope that I could get the names of the new fellows and their
home school systems.

It was to be an unfulfilled hope.

My expression of interest in doing research involving
the Lucretia Crocker Fellows was met with a certain degree
of what might be termed coolness or indifference.
event I did not obtain the names.

In any

And it appeared that to

pursue the issue through more formal channels would
potentially risk my alienating the very people who introduce
the individual fellows to the fellowship program.

I did

honor a counter request to send in a letter explaining my
research project (see appendix A).
accompanying letter

It was understood that an

(see appendix B) would be shared with

the Incoming fellows and that the individual fellow would
then decide whether or not to participate.
satisfactory arrangement as I could get.

It seemed as
The letter,

however, was never relayed to the fellows and hope of making
contact with them vanished as summer vacation approached.
Initially,

the reason given for this lack of follow

through was as follows:

The fellows,

it was pointed out,

already have a busy enough schedule without getting involved
in still another project.

This was an explanation that did

have some plausibility to it.

From what I managed to find

out later was that at the beginning stages of the Lucretia
Crocker Fellowships there had been a tendency for fellows to
take on more than they could handle.
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Now in the third year

of the program, this was a condition about which the fellows
were being actively forewarned.
like this:

The advice went something

spend three days working at your fellowship,

day in the office, and keep one day for yourself.

one

It

certainly struck me as a reasonable formula, but certain of
the fellows still appeared overcommitted.

For several of

them it really did seem hard to say no to a request for
their time.
Additionally it was pointed out to me that the purpose
of the fellowship program was to disseminate new programs;
not create research possibilities.

Such an attitude

obviously implies a whole set of assumptions about research
and its relationship to education.

The last several years

have been discouraging years at the Department of Education
as they simultaneously attempt to cope with inadequate
funding and increased responsibility for regulation.

It is

a reality that constantly finds them caught between the
demands of the state legislature for increased economy and
accountability and the demands of the towns and cities for
more direct assistance.

A research project focusing on some

aspect of the Department of Education is all too likely,
the eyes of those who work there,
is disparaging.

to find information that

Certainly, to live in a world of

conflicting demands is apt to make anybody wary...
little paranoid.

in

In a word, those who work in the
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if not a

Massachusetts Department of Education feel vulnerable.

it

is not a feeling that predisposes them to being studied.
Subsequently I made contact with one of the local
coordinators who agreed to distribute my letter

(see

Appendix C) at a statewide meeting of the Lucretia Crocker
Fellows and their respective regional office coordinators in
the fall.

In the meantime the fellows and their regional

office coordinators had begun planning out a series of short
program presentations at each of the regional offices of the
Department of Education.

The purpose of these

presentations, referred to as "road shows" by the fellows,
was to create awareneness and interest in their programs
throughout the state.

Each regional center was responsible

for notifying public schools in its region and inviting in
local public school staff to these presentations as the
beginning step in the dissemination process.

Interested

school systems could then apply to particular fellows to
have them come and present their program in greater detail.
These latter presentations consisted of more extensive
workshops for the school staff and actual demonstrations
conducted in classroom settings.

It was at one of these a

regional center presentation that I first had the
opportunity to meet and observe the Lucretia Crocker
Fellows.

I also found out that my letter had still not been

given to the fellows; presumably due to an oversight.
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As a means of correcting the oversight I was given an
opportunity to briefly explain my interest in doing a
research project to a large group of the fellows as they
were having a quick bite to eat between the morning and
afternoon presentations.

The reception I received was warm,

and I was reassured that my letter explaining the project
would definitely be distributed at their next group meeting
the following week.
In part the letter stated:

"You are being asked to

participate in a study of teacher empowerment.

It is a

study that seeks to understand how teachers come to
understand their work and what happens to their perceptions
of teaching when they seek to share that work within the
formalized context of being a Lucretia Crocker Fellow.
Because the Lucretia Crocker Fellowships emphasize the
importance of teacher expertise in bringing about
educational change in Massachusetts, they provide a unique
opportunity to study institutionally sanctioned teacher
empowerment.

My interest—my question so to speak—is how

do participants in these fellowships evaluate their personal
experience and how does this experience change the ways in
which fellows perceive their profession.

To try and answer

this question I will be using an interview approach which
will require at most three to five hours of your time spread
over the next year."
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Indeed this letter was distributed as promised,

for in

the following two weeks I received six expressions of
Interest in the mail.

Subsequently I made contact with the

interested fellows and made arrangements for the initial
interviews starting in November.

For the fellows November

and December were a relative lull between having done their
statewide presentations, and receiving the requests from
individual school systems.
Having the Conversations
There were six fellows out of fourteen possible fellows
who agreed to be interviewed during the 1988-89 school year.
In Chapter 4 they are identified by the pseudonyms Paul,
Gerry, Kelly, Betsy, Perrie, and Sarah.
tape recorded and transcribed.

Our sessions were

Generally the sessions

lasted about an hour and a half.

Because I wanted to

interview the fellows in an environment that was theirs,

I

let them tell me where they would like to interview and
traveled accordingly.

While the six fellows were

distributed across the state,
urban setting.

none of them taught in an

Paul and Sarah were in a rural high school

and elementary school respectively.

Kelly, Gerry, and Betsy

taught in middle class suburban school systems.
taught in a resort community on Cape Cod.
all but one of the fellows,
was their home.

Perrie

In the case of

the preferred place to interview

The one exception was Perrie, who because

of her distance suggested meeting at the site of her
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presentations the first two times and at Betsy's home for
the third interview in June.

All three of the interviews

were accomplished according to the original schedule, which
is to say late November,
June.

late February to mid March, and

I then subsequently confirmed that they all in fact

did return to their original teaching positions that
following September.

Paul taught high school mathematics,

Sarah and Betsy taught kindergarten, Gerry taught at the
middle school level, and Kelly and Perrie taught upper
elementary age students.
In a study of this sort a major problem was to avoid
the imposition of my categories onto those of the subjects.
Obviously, any interaction with another individual will risk
doing this.

But to proceed from a fixed body of questions,

a survey questionnaire or construction of open ended
questions, seemed to rather directly impose prefabricated
assumptions onto the fellows and thereby limit the possible
responses.

However all conversations must have a starting

point and mine were as follows:
The first interview with each fellow began with an
explanation of my study.

I said that I was interested in

the question of teacher empowerment and what it meant to
teachers such as themselves.

I then requested that the

fellow tell me how he or she came to be a teacher and
subsequently a Lucretia Crocker Fellow.

In the course of

that conversation I also asked them to share with me the
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nature of their program if that did not come out In the
original question.

Throughout I would ask the fellow to

elaborate if I thought I did not understand a point he or
she was making.
request,

Each of the fellows responded eagerly to my

indeed the written word often fails to capture the

Intensity with which they told me their personal stories.
At the second set of Interviews I started by
resituating the purpose of my study as originally expressed
in the letter

(see Appendix C).

I then asked the fellow to

reflect back on their experiences to date.

Since the first

interview each of them had been out in the field presenting
his or her program to other teachers.

In terms of the

fellowship year they were at the busiest point... they had
presented at regional centers across the state, they knew
they were good, and they seemed to be sincerely enjoying the
accolades that were coming their way.

Any anxiety about

what they were doing had given way to a sense of
accomplishment.

In at least one case, a fellow who had had

considerable previous experience in giving workshops was
definitely "feeling the routine".

As she put it she "only

had thirty-eight more presentations till the end of the
year".

Like the first interview I found each fellow ready

and willing to talk about his or her experiences as a
Lucretia Crocker Fellow.
At the third and final interview in June I asked them
to reflect back on their year as Lucretia Crocker Fellows
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and share what they felt they had learned with me.

Again I

found each of them more than willing to share their
reflections with me.

As one might suspect, when an

individual is selected as an outstanding example of his or
her profession,
self-reflection.

it will no doubt prompt a great degree of
Once again I found the conversations went

easily.
To ensure accuracy in my transcriptions and that they
accurately captured the conversations each fellow was mailed
a copy of the previous transcript prior to the second and
third interview.

Likewise a transcript of the third

interview was sent subsequent to that interview.

The intent

was to allow them to read over the transcripts if they
wished to do so and check for accuracy.

Only one fellow

expressed concern about one transcript.

It contained

personal information which had been mentioned about others
in that fellow’s home school system and was potentially
embarrassing if identifiable back to the fellow.

As the

information, per se, was not directly relevant to the study
this was not an issue.
Their responses to the process of being interviewed
were positive.

The most frequent comment was that they

welcomed the interviews as an opportunity to sort out their
experiences as a fellow.

The feeling tone at the end of

interviews was positive.

The interviews seemed mutually

satisfying in the same sense that a good conversation with
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another Individual can be satisfying.

Because I did not

have prescribed questions, there were deviations from the
theme that started off each interview.

I saw this as a

favorable consequence of the method being used in that it
helped to ensure that what they said was in fact what was
important to them and not me.
Although I was concerned by the apparent vagueness of
my research questions,

I was pleasantly surprised at the

quantity and depth of their observations that came through
in their responses...

indeed a major feeling of mine

throughout the study was the contradictory fear of not
getting enough significant material, and a fear of being
overwhelmed by the sheer amount of detail and information
six individuals can generate in an interview format.
latter fear turned out to be the more realistic.

The

During the

time span between making contact with the six fellows and
the second interview,

two more fellows expressed interest in

being part of the study.

Practically, however, six seemed

as many as I could reasonably expect to handle adequately,
and so I did not include them.
In choosing which remarks to use out of the four
hundred plus pages of transcripts,

I was guided by the

categories presented in Chapter 2: professional knowledge,
professional interaction, professional commitment, the
effects of outside intrusion, and the group nature of
teaching.

I attempted to use those remarks which seemed to
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summarize an attitude or an experience towards one o£ these
five categories.

At the same time I was interested in those

remarks that extended understanding of the five categories
or which challenged their adequacy in understanding the
nature of teacher empowerment.
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Endnotes
1.
The issue of conformism is particularly well addressed
by Hannah Arendt in her book, "The Human Condition".
What I
personally find so fascinating is that architecture, that
most public form of man's artifacts, no longer serves to
help locate us with reliability in any region of the
country.
The commonallzation of architecture into abstract
functional forms, or as symbols of production and
consumption... MacDonalds... Taco Bell... CVS... and school
buildings themselves, gives the rider on any large highway
the strange feeling of having traveled only to have arrived
at where he or she departed.
2.
It may objected that one's thoughts of the future are
also meaningful... yet how can this be reconciled with
Schutz's claim "...that only a past experience can be called
meaningful..."?
The fact is that any thought of a future
condition is always imagined as though it were already
accomplished.
In being so constituted, thoughts of the
future are also subject to the retrospective glance.
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CHAPTER 4
THE TEACHER AS WORKER
The Interviews
School buildings are seldom mistaken for anything else.
There is a striking commonality to their physical
arrangement, a commonality to their organizational
structure, and a commonality to their concern for order.
The unusual school that does stand out as different in one
or more of these respects only illustrates the point more
vividly.

In the accounts that follow there is an importance

to more elusive qualities such as teacher conversation,
administrative support, the ways in which students,
teachers, and administrators regarded each other, and the
autonomy permitted the teacher in the classroom.

While

generally it is easy to characterize the physical
arrangement and organization structure of schools,

it is

less clear that it is possible to characterize individual
teachers as easily without losing something very important.
Chapter 4 was a distillation of more than 400 hundred
pages of transcripts.

To simply read the transcripts would

be one means of sharing the material.

But it would be

tedious, and it would leave out the nuances of voice, double
entendre, and expressions.

We were all surprised at how our

words looked on paper; did I really repeat myself that much?
is that what I sounded like?

were questions that presented
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themselves as soon as we looked at the transcripts.

But

each fellow was more than the sum of his or her words.

As

Alfred Schutz (1932/1967) points out, the entire body is a
field of expression.
The experience of teaching for each of these fellows
was seen and felt in a different way.

No one of them felt

you could teach "by the book" or according to some formula.
One fellow expressed it well when she said that teaching was
a matter of integrity.
of what is taught.

In some way a teacher has to be part

Yet the remarks indicate that this is

not always easy or possible.
In what follows, the remarks of each Lucretia Crocker
Fellow are examined separately.

The categories which were

discussed in Chapter 2 provide the framework for analyzing
the data.

The sequence in which each fellow is presented is

not intended to convey any particular significance.

However

the remarks themselves are sequentially arranged such that
they reflect the order of the interviews.

The interviews

with each fellow were conducted at three points during the
fellowship year and as a group cluster around three time
periods:

late November,

late February and early March, and

mid to late June.
Efill!
Paul was the only male of the Lucretia Crocker Fellows.
He was also a non-traditional entrant to teaching in that he
had never specifically trained to be a teacher.
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Additionally, as one o£ the educational specialists within
the state department of education explained it,

the truly

creative and child centered education mostly occured at the
elementary level.

And generally elementary education is

more often than not done by women.

Paul was an exception to

the rule in that he was a secondary teacher, a male, and
passionately devoted to being child centered.

He was a

geometry teacher from a small rural high school in the
western part of the state.

His program as a fellow

emphasized an alternative approach to math instruction.

His

role model had been his mother who had been a career
elementary education teacher.

In our conversations, Paul

was quick to draw on his own experiences and relate them to
his teaching:
... in high school I remember having to do a report on
math.
And if you look up math, even the definition to
this day, it will mention something about math as the
queen of all sciences... And I remember saying to this
teacher I had, "Well, if it's a science, when are we
going to have a lab?"
And of course that was
insubordination and I got a detention.
I told my
parents, and at that time the teacher was always right,
and my mother and father said, "Well, if she gave you a
detention, then you probably deserved it..."
His commitment to

teaching was related back to his mother.

Yet out of his own experience as a student he had brougt
insight into his teaching.
During his first year Paul found himself teaching
science and math to eighth graders who weren't particularly
motivated.

The curriculum was an older science text:
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... the science was absurd because the book was saying
someday man will send a man into space.
It was
outdated.
...and I just said we can't do it this way.
And I'll always remember growing up watching Mr. Wizard
on TV and thought what a remarkable things he could do
with all these exercises.
So I actually wrote to the
program and tried to get some information, which I did.
And what I did do with the students, about the second
week of school, I told the students... and they were
mumbling, grumbling... O.K., I said, I've got something
that I want you to do with the books.
As soon as you
mention books... there is anxiety or whatever [for the
students] if you have never been successful with these
things that have words in them.
So [I said] I want you
to get out of your seats one by one and go the back and
put them on the back shelf.
And they kind of looked
and they didn't understand.
I said I want you to do
that.
So they started doing it and finally somebody
said, "Yeah, but what are we doing... what are we
doing?"
[And I said,] "Because, that's where they
belong."
While the book represented the expectation of the
school system in terms of knowledge to be taught,

it was

clear to Paul that it was not relevant to him or his class.
Acting out of a personal sense of what was appropriate for
his class he chose to eliminate the book in favor of his own
approach.

It was an event that initially suggested to me

that Paul had a fair degree of autonomy.

However, as Paul

went on it turned out this had been a difficult class for
other teachers to handle.

Thus what appeared on the surface

to be autonomy was in reality more like benign neglect from
those in charge at having found someone who could handle the
class.

For Paul the experience had heightened the sense

that it was his personal decisions that were of more
relevance to the success of the class than the decisions of
the school administration.
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While he had not experienced active outside intrusion
into what he was doing in his classroom, simply being a new
teacher meant that he had last priority when it came to
using the school’s meager supplies.

And that did have its

effect on the classroom:
So I had the students bring in stuff from home.
We
brought in string and we brought in glue and salt and
flour, mirrors and pins, and we created.
And some
students have come back to me fifteen years later to
tell me [what it meant to them].
Yet what should have been a serious handicap for many
teachers became a source of accomplishment for Paul once
again because of his personal insights into the dynamics of
his classroom.
Nonetheless Paul did find himself subject to outside
intrusion.

There were powerful expectations that

accompanied his entry into teaching.

He had learned from

other teachers that it was better to start out hard and then
let up;

that it was difficult to start out easy and then

have to establish control.

It was a sentiment embedded in

the simple statement of ’’don't smile until Christmas";
students might take teacher friendliness as a sign of
weakness.

It was advice Paul took literally when he first

began teaching:
I didn't smile at all,
all until Christmas...
was O.K. to smile.

I was told you don't smile at
My first evaluation was that it

It was an evaluation that signaled to Paul that he
might be in a school with a more sensitive,
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less control

oriented and less intrusive administration.

As we saw in

Chapter 2 control of students and teachers can frequently
come to dominate the culture of a school.

To be told that

it is 0.K. to smile may seem like a small difference, yet it
signaled to Paul that he did have room to be different...
but not too different.

Order, control, and respect were all

important issues in teaching, but he felt that there were a
variety of ways they could be achieved.
Once Paul had settled into his teaching he entered a
graduate program for educational administrators, but he
found its emphasis on management alienating.

He was part of

T-groups and participated in sensitivity training.

Then he

had a course which emphasized knowing people in ways that
would facilitate communication.

He also found that he had

some things to communicate to those who were teaching the
course:
I knew everybody in the class basically because I had
been around a couple of years.
And I knew what they
taught.
And I knew all the [instructors].
I knew what
was going on.
So I finally was getting to a point
where things were not just jelling.
So I remember one
night, and I can still remember the night, and I can
still see the classroom... And I remember saying to
[the instructors] this is great to "know” people.
And
so I asked the [instructors], "Do any of you know my
name?"
And two of them knew my first name; nobody knew
my last name.
And I said I am not a real learned
person, and I've always had to work hard for everything
I get, but the one thing I learned from my dad, who had
a ninth or tenth grade education, was that you've got
to learn to know people.
You've got to know how to
talk with people, beyond everything else... unless you
are going to live in isolation.
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While management might justify such approaches as a
means of achieving greater efficiency or effectiveness,

for

Paul it was dishonest to use communication as a means of
manipulating people.

For Paul the issue of how one

Interacted with students or with other professionals again
related back to his sense of personal values:
And I said that I think that I'm... and I'm not on an
ego trip... but I think I represent what you want this
course to be.
But, unfortunately, you're not sensitive
enough to know what the course should be yourself.
And
then I walked out.
That was the end of his master's degree program at big
state university.

However he did go on to get a master's

degree from small state college in mathematics education.
It was a more straightforward education that did not try to
manipulate who you were, and I sensed Paul had really
enjoyed this second effort at getting a master's degree.
Much of what Paul said referred to differences between
people.

He claimed that some of his best students were the

ones about whom other teachers complained.

He had recently

tried to convince a student teacher of the need to respect
differences in learners.

It was again a statement of what

he believed to be important in his interaction with others:
So she opposed that a little and I could tell that she
was reluctant.
And I said the very first day that we
met, one thing that had to work if we are going to be
working together is we have to be honest and if you
don't like the shoes that I have on, or if you don't
like the tie, and that really bothers you, then you let
me know.
And I would try to make a joke about it.
But
I said you have to be honest.
And I told her the first
thing that you are going to do is that you are going to
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see all the other teachers in the school... the social
studies, the chemistry, the English [teachers].
Go see
teachers.
The content area is second to the styles
that I want you to look at... make some observations...
While much of the effort to improve the profession of
teaching focuses on the issue of professional knowledge,

it

seemed clear that it was an issue of secondary importance
for Paul.

Without the ability to somehow connect with your

learners,

the professional knowledge of content and

processes seemed to pale in importance.

It was an important

issue for Paul to share with his student teacher; an older
teacher had once done the same for him:
I [say to my student teachers] as your mentor teacher I
just have a particular style that works for me, and it
certainly isn't going to work for you.
And I tell them
right up front.
I don't want you to teach like me.
I
want you to teach like you; what's best for you.
That
will take some reflection, some real thought to figure
out what works.
Being honest really did seem to be more important to
Paul than looking for any right way to teach.

The actual

teaching was a matter of "style" for Paul; and style, as
Paul described it was integral with whatever makes you who
you are.
I think that mine constantly changes.
And I showed her
a picture, and I see it as an amorphous shape... you
lose a little bit here but you've added on [here].
It might seem vague, but to describe what makes us the
unique person we are is always made difficult by the simple
fact that we can only describe in words what we share in
common with others.
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In keeping with his notion of an amorphous shape, Paul
never identified himself as belonging to a particular school
of thought when it came to teaching.

He felt it was his

experience as a teacher that allowed him to relate to other
teachers:
And I tell them the most important credential for me is
I taught for twenty years.
Not the degrees, not the
programs I am in or attended.
I've been a teacher and
I've worked at understanding what students are all
about for those twenty years.
He felt the best resource a school had was its own
staff, but that they were seldom seen as such:
One of the things I've asked every school, just about,
is when is the last time people within their own
department utilized the people within their department?
I said your greatest resource... and unfortunately I
said it for [only! about the last twenty workshops that
I did... you have for your school is the people sitting
in your department meeting.
When you have your
department meeting, that's your greatest resource right
there.
It's not a university or whatever, it's those
people.
It was an observation that indicated a potential bind
for teachers like Paul.

Experience told him that teaching

was more than simply knowing process and content.

Yet the

drive for school improvement seemed constantly to point to
process and content as the answer to improving schools.
He too felt the pressure of outside expectations
intruding in upon his life as a classroom teacher:
I mean the unfortunate part about [teachers! being in
the public domain... one thing that I'm increasingly
aware of... is teachers are in a bubble all the time.
Anything that goes wrong is our fault, anything that
goes right we rarely will get credit for it... if
there's a high increase in pregnancy it's because the
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schools have a poor health program.
i£ kids vandalize.
It's because they don't have homework.
I think we have
to think about the parents.
I think we all have to
take a part and parcel of responsibility.
This open ended vulnerability to outside intrusion in
the form of expectations was a strongly felt issue for Paul.
It could mean being vulnerable to anybody over anything.
janitor who wanted rooms left neat,

A

free of paper and

string, to administrators concerned about maintaining
appearances all drove home how vulnerable a teacher feels to
outside opinion of what goes on in the classroom.

As Paul

put it:
If it's not causing a disruption... apparently_
it’s not muddying the waters then it's an O.K.
procedure.

if

Additionally there are more formal expectations that
are built into the system which powerfully influence what a
teacher does in the classroom.

As Paul said in reference to

the program he was disseminating as a fellow:
I guess the concern that I have when I promote this
style of teaching is the testing procedure.
And
because we're governed by... we in the high school...
by the SAT in Princeton, New Jersey.
We can say we
agree or disagree with those [tests], but that's the
bottom line.
That's the bottom line for most colleges,
you know, above five hundred and below five hundred.
It doesn't matter what kind of a huge, wonderful person
you could be.
While a teacher like Paul might have personal ideas and
feelings as to what education ought to be and how it should
be done, the reality was that he could not ignore the
outside expectations that intrude in upon the classroom.
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For the teacher it can create a situation in which some
form of nominal compliance with multiple and conflicting
demands becomes a way of self protection or conceivably a
strong reason to want to leave the profession.
Paul did talk about the issue of control over the
conditions of work... but it was control over his classroom,
not over district policy:
So I’ve always felt the biggest amount of control isn't
in what color paper do we buy, or what textbook.
It’s
within the classroom itself; feeling comfortable to try
the new things without risk of reprisals from
administration or peers.
It was clear that for Paul who he was as a person and
his experiences were of paramount importance to his life as
a teacher.

Empowerment for Paul was in having the freedom

to be yourself; to develop your own style.

At the same

time, Paul was a strong believer in orderly schools, he did
not condone anarchy.

In fact he seemed to prefer strong

leadership from administration.

But it was obvious that he

looked to administration to at least tacitly accept his
views, and to support him when it came down to a conflict
between him and the janitor over how the classroom would be
left.

At the same time Paul had a great deal of respect for

people who were different, and I sensed he really did like
the flamboyance of a Mr. Wizard when it came to the
classroom.

And yet it was a flamboyance that was

constrained by what would be acceptable to the
administration.

I sensed Paul was good at not "muddying"
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the complex situations that can occur in teaching, and I
sensed he was a teacher who would be popular with students.
He in turn was comfortable with his school, and it sounded
like he really was a valued teacher in his system.
Gerry
Gerry had come to teaching later in life.
she was a nurse.

By training

But what she saw in the medical profession

had bothered her greatly,

it was as if medicine treated the

body, but somehow neglected the spirit.

Young people who

were sick out of Ignorance of their bodies, who were
pregnant at an early age, and doctors who induced labor so
as to prevent unexpected deliveries from interfering with
their golf schedule weighed upon her.

An older son who

encouraged her to be a teacher, and a belief that education
could prevent much of what she had seen in the hospital led
her into becoming a health teacher for middle school
students.

As a Lucretia Crocker Fellow she was working to

help other schools develop programs that attended to the
educational, emotional, and physical development of
adolescents.
As would be expected, education that talks about how we
care for our bodies is controversial.

What we do with our

bodies and how we treat them is reflective of our values and
beliefs.

And discussions of values and beliefs are

difficult, controversial issues for public schools.

Yet

Gerry believed that through discussions the relationships
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between teachers, students, parents, and administrators
could be improved.

But when she began teaching, she found

that her attempts at conversation were not necessarily well
received by some of her fellow teachers:
... I could sometimes shed some light on the fact that
Johnny is really having [a] difficult time right now.
And some of my [colleagues]... said, "Look, we all have
problems, I don't want to hear about that.
I've got a
lesson to teach and that is what I am here to do."
And
through the years I have also had to sensitize teachers
to believe, to understand, that none of us learn very
well when we are really coping with some big issues in
life...
It symbolized a kind of professional interaction that
kept people in their place, and for Gerry it clearly
devalued what she felt was important.
Teaching is a profession that traditionally has held an
honored place in society.

For Gerry this was a belief that

nourished her sense of commitment to teaching.

Yet in the

midst of a peak professional experience she discovered that
other things,

like money, could be more honored:

Gerry:
Somehow, out
CBS that they wanted
our course.
I don't
phone calls, we knew
school and the whole
forth...
Me:

of the blue, we had a call from
to come out.
They had heard about
know how, but through a couple of
that Dan Rather was coming to
TV cameras and cameramen and so

Very spectacular.

Gerry:
Definitely.
They filmed two classes, the
freshmen and senior class, and we were on "60 Minutes"
with all the information about the need for sex
education... and about three days after it was
broadcast...
we made the news, the local news and
all...
I received my notice from the school that my
position was being cut by Proposition 2 1/2.
(Proposition 2 1/2 was a state referendum enacted in
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1982 that placed a limit on the amount o£ local revenue
that could be raised from property taxes.)
Me:

Was that a surprise to you or did you..?

Gerry:
I had heard.
I knew enough about the
possibility of cuts, but I somehow believed that they
would never be fact.
I was certainly the junior member
as far as the number of years in the school system.
And I don't know.
I just somehow believed something
was going to happen; that I would not be leaving... but
I definitely was cut.
Emotionally it was difficult.
Intellectually I understood it.
Emotionally, I was affected because especially
during the last week [of school] when I was really
trying to prepare for final examinations, and trying to
separate from students—
I had...
really at this
point...
become a counselor to many students just from
the nature of the courses that I had been teaching.
When in the middle of my class two electricians walked
into my room and said they were going to start
dismantling my room.
They were going to start
renovating.
Mind you, this was the last week, the last
total week of the school year and I said, "I'm sorry,
but you are going to have to speak to the principal.
I
have five more days to prepare them for their final
examination."
And he [the electrician] came down and
he said...
the principal also came down...
and said,
"I am sorry.
This is the only time that they are going
to be able to start your room and you will have to move
your things out wherever you can."
And they literally
came in and started emptying out my bookcases with
books and all my materials and so forth.
[I said],
"Are you saying that whatever is left is not important?
What do you want?"
[And they replied], "Well, we don't
know.
Do whatever you can."
So I was so totally
devastated that the next day that I took my first sick
day in six years... four days before the end of school.
And I didn't know if I would have the courage to really
go back again.
A supportive husband,

individuals who believed in her

as a teacher, all helped to maintain her sense of commitment
to teaching... even when she felt the despair of collecting
unemployment.

It was a low point in her life.
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A year later, with her husband's encouragement, she
applied for an opening as a health educator in a town where
support for such a program was divided.

Health education is

often taken to be sex education... and sex is one thing that
is guaranteed to start controversies in a public school
system.

She was interviewed by a new superintendent in

[suburban community! and he:
... challenged me that I would be watched very
carefully... and his position rested on my
performance... how I dressed— the hours, the kind of
car, when I came and left [suburban community].
And
his job was in jeopardy whatever I did.
So I basically
said that I'm up to the challenge of my job, but I
cannot take the responsibility for your performance.
She got the job.

And it was a year of evening meetings,

being challenged by hostile school board members, working at
two middle schools, getting a new one hundred fifty students
every fifteen days, constantly moving because she had no
classroom,

and being criticized for teaching "values

clarification".

It was clearly a case of strong and

powerful sets of opposing beliefs intruded in upon her
teaching work.

She saw herself sustained by her supporters:

her husband, the chairman of the school board, an assistant
superintendent, one of the principals.

Nonetheless in her

third year she received a lay-off notice due to budget cuts.
The last programs staffed are always the first to go.
was a mistake by half.

They rescinded the lay-off notice

and told her they would hire her half-time...
amount of work.

It

She decided to leave.
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for the same

Fortunately the ending was happier than that.
superintendent was let go,

The

the assistant superintendent

became acting superintendent, and he pleaded with her to
stay... that they could work it out.

She had the summer to

think it over; and she decided to stay.
got better.

Surprisingly things

Another health educator was hired, and Gerry

began working solely in the middle school which had a
principal who believed in her teaching,

it was the same

principal who encouraged her to become a Lucretia Crocker
Fellow.
But life does not really have any endings,
new beginnings.

just lots of

And this year her supportive principal left

only to be replaced by a principal who is more concerned
with control and order.
At our interview in June Gerry was looking towards
returning the next school year.

However, she expressed

concern about "backsliding" which had occurred while she had
been out of her school for a year:
Well, I went back to my school last Thursday to attend
eighth grade graduation and see my kids off... I'd had
them for two years.
But when I came back, all my
colleagues were anxious to see me... very anxious...
because the whole place is "falling apart", (quote,
unquote).
Our new principal is not supportive of
teachers nor kids.
And we worked so hard to work as
teams to intervene and counsel and be supportive and
present a positive, reinforcing environment.
And it’s
back to a straight line, "don't bother me with that,
it's just a statistic.
If this kid is having an
emotional breakdown...
of course we expect a certain
number...
and that's the parent's job, so let them..."
I've basically been told by my friends its going to
be my job to take on the world, to make the referrals,
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and to call and so forth.
Well, it isn't my job, but I
will certainly have to work hard.
She was bothered that the principal seemed to reduce
teaching to a job.

Do what you are supposed to do,

preferably without making waves.

But her remark also

indicated that Gerry now felt a sense of positive
professional interaction with her colleagues in that they
valued her presence in the school.
For Gerry the quality of interaction that occurred
within a school was strongly related to the quality of the
school:
In each school, whether they're elementary, or middle
school in [my suburban community 1, or in a small
community of
twelve thousand, you could say
administration [makes the difference!.
But I think
that it's also the teachers...
well, it can even be
the custodian that directs whether you can have
refreshments in a room or whatever.
An emphasis on programs, curriculum, processes, and
structure might be seen as increasing professional
knowledge, but it could also lead to a de-personalization of
the teacher in Gerry's eyes:
I see very one sided personalities.
I talk with so
many teachers who feel they're working constantly...
thinking about kids...
thinking about programs.
It
[their teaching] is never good enough.
It's coming
home to ironing and feeling guilt that you're beginning
to be behind, or, God forbid, you have an interest, or
that you want to do something in art or painting or
whatever that's not supposed to be done in the school
year.
And I don't follow my own advice: that life
should really be balanced with work, pleasure, the
spiritual...
whatever.
That's the very area when I
talk with people... some of my friends who have decided
not to work any longer... well, [I say! why don't you
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think about teaching?
[They reply!, “Are you kiddinq?
You're working thirty six hour days... it's not for me
I'm too selfish about my time."
In many ways Gerry was admirably suited to her position
as a health educator by virtue of her training and her
experience.

She was professionally knowledgeable,

in

control of her curriculum, eager to engage students, and
ready to work with other teachers.

Professional knowlege,

positive commitment, and supportive interaction with
colleagues surely all contributed to Gerry's empowerment as
a teacher.
But it was also clear that this connectedness to her
work was always at risk of being thwarted by colleagues and
an administration that did not share her personal beliefs
about education.

Indeed, the changes in administration and

administrators which she had experienced and the changing
emphases which resulted seemed to really wear at her.

For

Gerry it meant that there was the constant possibility of
isolation which comes from having a role substantially
different from other staff.

And a role that requires

continual immersion in deeply felt issues can feel
overwhelming.

Kelly
Energetic; willful; determined; animated;
are all terms that describe Kelly.

intense...

She was a teacher of

sixteen years experience, an individual who always knew she
would be a teacher.

Kelly had spent her entire life in a
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small city in southeastern Massachusetts.

She had gone to a

small state teacher's college in a nearby city and had
returned to her home city to teach.

It was a comfortable

city; small and mostly working class.

She lived just off

the main street, not far from the school at which she had
been teaching.

She was married and had two young children

in the public schools.

It was to all appearances a

comfortable and inviting place to live.
As a Lucretia Crocker Fellow she was disseminating a
program that helped teachers to supervise student teachers
placed in public schools by colleges.

She felt higher

education really had done very little to prepare the master
teachers for the work of bringing newcomers into the
profession.

A major part of her program was sharing the

handbook she had designed to help herself as a supervising
teacher.

She in turn encouraged other teachers to make

their own handbooks.
As an aspiring college student Kelly reported that
teaching was almost the only alternative for which she had
considered herself suitable:
When I took my SAT's (Scholastic Aptitude Tests) they
were awful, and I didn't do very well.
I scored very
poorly, and I met with the guidance counselor after.
And I was going to go to [small state teacher's
college! because it's a state school.
Because my
mother said go to a state school, we can afford that.
And you be a teacher.
So it was all that type of
thing.
So it was a little like I don't have a choice.
I guess I am going to be a teacher.
And the guidance
counselor said to me... oh God! I hated her... you
can't be a teacher.
I said why?
You didn't score high
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While Kelly's entry into teaching seemed mere a resnln af
circuzstar.re* and constrained asriratims.

ter resulranr

connection to the prefeasier. was strong.
The preceding four years Kelly had teen president or
her local teachers association.

As she per it,

question free leadership exper ier.ee. *

*... never

Ir was rhe process c:

starting new activities, of giving action to ideas mac most
excited Kelly, or to hear her say it:
You knov 1 want others to have that feeling... vhar it
feels like to do something and feel that you ve created
something and brought people together m a new way.

In many ways Kelly's life as a teacher, her optimism
and energy all seemed to give her endless possibilities for
bringing people together.

For Kelly,

the opportunity for

professional interaction was a quality of her teaching
position that she enjoyed immensely.

She attributed the

opportunity for this professional interaction to her
administrator... but there was an interesting twist:
We have leadership that just kind of lets us do what we
want.
He's not there a lot... the principal.
And he's
been the principal for the fifteen years that I've been
there.
The staff is excellent, and we do have a lot of
autonomy, and that has been positive..
I think it's
had its negative sides too in that I've looked for
leadership.
But I think the positive side was it
allowed me to be a leader in my own classroom and in my
own profession when I took on the leadership role as
president.
I had some confidence around making
decisions because I had been doing it even around
curriculum...
everything.
I mean we had basic
guidelines so it's not that loose.
But as far as
[classroom visits from the principal], maybe one visit
every three years.
So we were totally on our own, so
we worked in teams.
It was administration as a form of benign neglect.
a way it had worked out well,

In

it allowed her and the other

teachers to draw together in ways that might not have
happened under stronger leadership.
Right before the start of this school year, her school
building burned to the ground along with her sixteen years
of curriculum.

Her colleagues were scattered in church

halls and portable classrooms.

For Kelly it was still

important to maintain the connections with each other,
fact she described her school as like a family,
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in

forty-five

members strong, and one suspects she does bring it that kind
of intimacy.
Given the reports on educational reform and their
emphasis on leadership, Kelly's experience suggests that
from the teacher's perspective strong leadership can be
potentially stifling.

Yet in the absence of teacher

initiative strong leadership could be extremely important.
For the purposes of this study this should suggest the
potentially limitless variety of personal relationships and
contexts that can go into making up any school.

To simply

postulate a particular form of leadership for a school, even
if its style is based on various types of situational
contexts, will probably always tend to underestimate the
complexity present in any given school.

To put it another

way, situational leadership strategies, clever though they
may be, simply suffer from the inability to anticipate every
possible situation.
Kelly's program was one of drawing teachers together
and talking about their role as supervising teachers,
put a lot of emphasis on "buddies".

she

A buddy was another

supervising teacher with whom a teacher could talk and share
ideas.

Or it could,

in Kelly's opinion, be an opportunity

to share frustrations at being a supervising teacher or
simply being a teacher.

For Kelly having a partner, or a

"buddy" was an Important part of what she had to tell
teachers.

As she put it:
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If you see something valuable here, then partership
yourself up because the two of you will have a better
chance of keeping the conversation alive for you to
design what it is that you would really like to do...
Kelly seemed very aware of the potential for teaching
to be isolating.

She valued the opportunity for

professional interaction, and yet as her comment
demonstrates,

the final choice of what to do ought to be a

personal one arrived at through interaction with another
teacher.
In talking about her program for helping cooperating
classroom teachers to oversee student teachers from
colleges,

I asked Kelly about the differences she saw

between schools she visited.

There were the obvious

physical differences, but as Kelly said:
But once inside the teachers are very much the same.
I
think I can sense the differences.
But I’ve been to
[small town] and [big city]... And yet the teachers all
seem to want the same thing.
They want to be
appreciated, they want to feel that they have some say
in the student teaching process...
Teachers just want
guidelines and support.
That's why I feel that my
program always leaves people with something concrete
that they could pull [out of my program].
They could
be buddies if they wanted to be buddies.
They could do
that, and I can give them some suggestions of how that
can work, and and they could set up a welcoming
workshop for their school.
But all the ideas I am
giving them they actually can do, and that really is
empowerment.
Because empowerment in my program takes
the form of teachers just organizing and doing it.
That's what it is.
There was a lot there.

While a teacher might not be

able to excercise much control over a school system and the
expectations of the administrative hierarchy,
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in Kelly's

eyes they could at least control and shape the nature of
their professional interaction.
Kelly's remarks had indicated that teachers often did
not feel as though school administrators and administration
appreciated teachers.

I asked her to tell me what made her

think teachers felt unappreciated:
Kelly [laughs]: They tell me!
Me:

They tell you.

Kelly:
verbally,
what tells me?
I guess what would
tell me is the lack of leadership that I see in
schools.
My own included and in school across the
state.
And the inability for teachers to see
themselves as experts shows me that... When you focus
on your classroom and your students and the children in
front of you, it's difficult to see the bigger picture.
And because the design of the schools are like little
cells... I mean [even] in open classroom situations
there are still blocks of students... that are looking
to you for nurturance...
I get the sense that
educational leadership from the ranks can't happen
because it just isn't set up for that.
That the
administrator is the leader, and not necessarily an
educational leader, but the leader nonetheless in the
building.
Kelly certainly saw schools as having the potential to
keep teachers isolated.

And in keeping them isolated it

kept them powerless and unappreciated.

Yet simply bringing

people together was not the answer to the problem of
isolation.

Teachers had to have a purpose around which they

could organize themselves, and Kelly saw her program as
giving teachers a process that could lead to professional
interaction with a purpose.

Nonetheless Kelly encountered

strong expectations among teachers as to what they could and
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should do.

After all, common wisdom said that

administrators,

not teachers, are hired to "run" schools.

As Kelly saw it:
... that's what keeps us [teachers] from not being
leaders.
Waiting for someone else to take that role
and not having the confidence.
I think confidence is
really a key piece... You know, we don't have any
experience in being capable with adults unless we take
it on ourselves.
The teachers that I know that have
leadership experience are like me... we organize
everybody and we do it.
She had had the opportunity to visit a "Carnegie"
school; an experimental school in which teacher teams make
many of the day to day decisions about running the school.
Interestingly it left her with mixed feelings about teachers
running schools:
... [the teachers] try and make the decisions about
everything.
So there isn't any focus, and they are
tired.
They still like it.
They think it's a healthy
process, and they'll probably be ahead of most schools
because they have gone through it.
But Kelly wasn't sure healthy and tired were for her:
And are teachers willing to do that?
And take away
from the education of the students?
...which takes an
incredible amount of time.
I don't know.
I don't know
if I'd do it.
For Kelly it seemed a way of acknowledging that
administrators in public education were often caught in
contradictions they could not solve.

For example, simply

being "in charge" is not much help when there are rising
public expectations and declining financial resources.

Nor

can Carnegie Schools necessarily avoid the problems of other
public schools.

Public schools, after all, are public.
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Recalcitrant learners, dysfunctional families, shortages of
funds,

the need to maintain control, and the need to respond

to public demands will restrict the options of any given
school.
In June, as Kelly was reflecting back on her year as a
Lucretia Crocker Fellow, she told me about an invitation she
had received to a career day at a middle school.

It was a

day for eighth grade students to meet people in different
careers.

She was surprised they had invited a teacher:

Kelly:
I was a career teacher!
And that's very
unusual because teachers usually aren't included in
carreer days.
[Laughs]
It's not considered a career!
That was very interesting because I had to do a lot of
soul searching about what I would say.
I had to be
positive about teaching because everybody is talking
about the negative about teaching.
Me:

What did you say?

Kelly:
I know.
What do you say!
Well, I told the
truth basically.
I had overheads.
I gave a
presentation as if I was doing it with an adult
audience.
I had my transparencies, and my door prize.
I did a little process in the beginning in looking back
on who your favorite teacher was.
And having them
reflect a little about the possibility of who their
favorite teacher was could be what they could offer
people in the classroom if they considered being a
teacher, because that's what's available for them.
And
I talked about the difficulties, and the low salaries,
you know, I had the "what isn't working in education"
and put that up, and then I put the positive side of
what does really work; the teacher interaction and the
communication that have with human beings; and how you
have the ability to impact other people's lives.
Where
you don't really get to do that when you're working
with widgets; or even by building a house you may be by
yourself all the time.
But you have to look and see if
it's a match for you... if you are a person who is a
service oriented person who wants to make a
contribution, and in that way inspire other people to
be what they can be.
And that's what I think teaching
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is.
So we talked about that.
That was a hard one,
that was probably the most difficult presentation that
I had to do this year, I think.
A couple thought they
might want to be teachers.
Not only did she tell "the truth", but she taught the
lesson like a teacher.

There were overheads, a plan of

presentation, and a message.

Kelly's picture of teaching is

probably much like the current picture of teaching:
underpaid but dedicated public servants.

As we listen to

Kelly's words it was not professional knowledge, nor
professional training that she emphasized in her picture of
teaching, but rather the interactions of the teacher with
others.

It was a picture of teaching that was more in

keeping with the idea that teaching is interpersonal
relations governed by personal knowledge and experience.
Kelly recognized not everybody would take from her what
she felt she had to offer.

But she accepted that as an

aspect of professional interaction:
So I have to acknowledge that everyone isn't going to
literally leave and write their own handbook when they
leave.
That when they hear me speak, even if I clearly
say my intention is that you buddy up, they may do
something else.
They may think of a new idea that's
even better for them at their school My intention is
that they open up to new thought...
and that is
action.
I think of that as action.
With the intention
that it would show up and that you get a new thought
and then you would have the courage to do it.
Because
otherwise they are lust good ideas.
That's the
beginning of it any way.
The beginning of empowerment
has to come from having a realization of how you'd like
it to be different... or that it's O.K. that it's the
same.
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Perhaps because Kelly was a leader in the local
teachers'

union she was intrigued by the issue of

empowerment for teachers.

Her version was interesting:

I think that empowerment comes from allowing the person
to be who they are as a human being and use that to
teach.
And I think that's where we stop in
education... where we try to create the clones, and the
right way... we want to know what the right way is.
I'd like to know... I wish I thought there was a right
way.
It would be a lot easier than having to look
within yourself and figure it out yourself.
I think
there are overriding priciples... I don't want to take
it to the extreme.
I think there is a moderate way.
What kids and teachers said to me... the theme about
the favorite teacher... kept coming back to that all
year.
It was when the teacher was human and showed
human qualities.
That most of the favorite teachers
were people who let their emotions come out through the
subject matter or in the class somehow... Because the
teacher just was a person.
You know, they said human
things; they told stories about their life too.
That's, I think, where the empowerment is.
The people
that I've observed across the state that aren't
empowered aren't human.
They are human... but they try
to hide it when they're teaching.
You know, the old
fashioned way... I'm not so sure... that isn't even a
good analogy... because I think that the old fashioned
teachers in the old days were very human.
Lived with
you, shared with you, that you knew more about their
personal life than in this place and time, maybe.
I
don't know what period where teachers just became the
front... and then the kids.
The barrier between.
It was an interesting way to do empowerment.
not a way I had encountered in the literature.

Yet it

seemed to fit with Kelly's way of being a teacher.
teacher did defined the teacher.

Period.

Certainly

What a

A teacher could

follow a formula and call himself or herself a teacher.

But

as Kelly saw it, a person sacrificed his or her humanity and
lost the ability to connect with others in the process.
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Nonetheless Kelly felt under constant pressure to respond to
what others thought teaching ought to be:
It is a big job.
I mean we keep adding everything onto
public schools.
Every issue that comes up, that’s the
vehicle for communicating it... AIDS, drugs, lunch
money, feeding people that don't get fed.
We're such a
public oriented group that we handle the nurturing of
society, and basics, critical thinking, and whole
language, and the new programs, and the new math, and
the old math.
It is overwhelming... what teachers do
is overwhelming.
It's incredible... the job, the
people... that more haven't left the profession.
Being a Lucretia Crocker Fellow no doubt made Kelly
that much more sensitive to and aware of outside
expectations and how they intrude into the worklife of
teachers.

To teach in the face of these differing

expectations required that she have the courage of her
convictions.

For Kelly those convictions seemed grounded in

her personal beliefs and interactions with others.

She was

constantly amazed at what determination could do, especially
if it had the backing of friends.

And one suspects she has

a lot of friends in her school system.

Betsy.
It was hard to believe that Betsy was 49 years old.
She looked much younger.
Her movements were quick.

When she spoke, she spoke quickly.
Her intellect was just as quick.

There was a certain professional air to the way she talked.
She had read a lot, and seemed at ease with educational
research.

When she told me as a child she had really

enjoyed school,

I found it easy to believe.
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She had had a

variety of teaching experiences at the elementary level;

for

the previous four years she had been a Kindergarten teacher
in a well to do suburban community outside of Boston where
she lived with her husband.
As a teacher she believed in the "whole language”
approach to teaching reading, and writing.

It is an

approach which focuses on the natural vocabulary and
interests children bring to school.

It emphasizes

individuality, co-operation, and assumes learning occurs
naturally.

The teacher's work is to take cues from the

children and weave them into the routines of the classroom.
It is an approach that has received increasing attention in
more recent years.

She was an enthusiastic proponent, and

her fellowship year was being spent in spreading the word to
whomever would listen.
interested in listening;

And a lot of people seemed
at the time of our first interview

she already had over ninety requests from various schools
across the state.
Betsy said she had become a teacher,

in part, because

it allowed her to keep her family as the most important
priority.

Yet she had also lived through a period in which

the idea that women could only go into nursing, teaching, or
social work had been challenged:
I have a sister that is six years younger.
She's an
attorney, and I mean we just talk about how different
expectations were... and what women "were supposed" to
do.
And coming from a traditional family there was,
you know, traditional paths.
So part of it was being
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able to have two kids and also being a mother and being
home... So that was one o£ the things, being able to
juggle families and have snow days and vacations.
But
that didn’t keep me in teaching.
I love it.
I mean
that's the reason I stayed, really.
Although the other
things like being able to be home, they help.
The
salary... I make a good salary in (this community!.
At better than forty thousand dollars, her salary was
good compared to other teachers in Massachusetts.

But Betsy

also recognized circumstances had made it easier to be a
teacher.

Her family did not want for money, she was not

concerned about making enough money to support a family or
send children to college.

As she saw it, she had always

been able to make the decision to teach based on the simple
realization it was what she enjoyed doing.
Proposition two and a half resulted in Betsy taking a
leave for a year.
lot about herself.
wanted.

It was also a year in which she learned a
She ’’puttered around” and did what she

She read, she went to the movies.

Italy with her parents.

She also went to

It was a year in which she decided

to sell [famous name home cosmetics!:
That's one of the things I found out from [famous name
home cosmetics] was that there were directors that
really went for it, and I was intrigued by people who
really go for whatever they go for.
And I like that.
I mean I love to speak in public which I didn't know
that about myself.
You know, you keep learning about
ourselves, right?
I feel very committed to the kids,
and I really feel committed that whole language is an
important way to be with kids.
And so it fulfills part
of my... my husband calls it our messianic urge... but
some way to do something that is worthwhile.
It's
almost a spiritual thing.
I mean you can kind of look
at it, it is really treating kids the way we should
treat human beings and all of that.
So when I do that
I feel much better than when I've yelled at somebody or
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been obnoxious to somebody,
so it can bring out the
best in certainly me as a person which I prefer and
certainly in the kids.
So there is that aspect that
what I am doing and projecting myself out there is
really worthwhile.
It's not an ego trip for some, well
[famous name home cosmetics! the worst could be just to
make people, you know, circus kinds of stuff or
whatever.
Whether

[famous name home cosmetics! taught her to "go

for it", or whether this was an aspect of her personality
which was already there is impossible to determine.

In any

event, her decisions as a teacher were often times
predicated on a decision "to go for it".

That was

ultimately how she decided to become a Lucretia Crocker
Fellow.

Interestingly, that is a quality we might tend to

associate with leadership, and by implication,
administration.

Yet throughout the interviews Betsy never

expressed an interest in being an administrator.

While

acknowledging the capacity of administrators to affect the
quality of a school,

to become an administrator somehow

seemed like a betrayal of her urge to be a teacher.
At the end of her year away from teaching she returned
to teaching in the same town in a school where the principal
and staff were mutually supportive:
Betsy:
And then I went back to teaching at [name of
school! where I am now, which is a wonderful school.
I
mean it is just ideal.
The principal is terrific, and
the morale in the school is super.
Me:

What makes it like that?

Betsy:
Me:

Probably the principal.

What is it?
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Betsy:
Well, he knows all about education.
He gives
teachers a lot o£ space.
He doesn’t expect everybody
to be just alike.
And really, he doesn't nitpick, and
you work collaboratively with him.
As Betsy put it, she does H... well with people who let
me be Independent."

And being independent meant not having

to fit some administrative mold of what a teacher ought to
be doing.

Her principal gave her the independence that she

felt she needed; he supported her, and she was in turn
supportive of him.
For Betsy knowledge was crucial to being an effective
teacher.

She did a lot of professional reading, she had

been creating workshops prior to her fellowship, and she had
been involved in starting a whole language teachers
association.

My study of teacher empowerment seemed

genuinely interesting to her.

Indeed Betsy told me that she

had recently read Gene Maeroff's The Empowerment of Teachers
(1988).

She wasn't sure she agreed with him, and what she

then said about empowerment certainly did not sound like
%
him:
See, this cutting edge has enabled me to feel very
empowered and that's what I am really interested in...
in empowering other people and being empowered myself
because my sense is that I can't be empowered at your
expense.
That's not the way I look at empowerment.
Maerhoff's vision of empowerment comes about through
the enlightened management of schools.

He argues that

teachers should be exposed to outside experts in an effort
to increase their expertise and thereby increase their
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confidence and status.

Likewise an enlightened management

of schools would give teachers the right to participate in
certain decisions that affect the quality of their work
life.

But management would make the decision as to which

decisions teachers would participate in.

It would be

empowerment bestowed upon teachers.
From Betsy's words it became clear that empowerment for
her meant being able to freely act in concert with other
teachers based on what was important to them.
language association was such an organization.

Her whole
That vision

extended into her sharing of her program with other
teachers:
Betsy:
... I really wanted people to know what they
were going to get if they had me come; that they
weren't going to get just cute little songs.
I really
was fairly political; that this is about teachers
making decisions and so on, and I wanted them to know
that that is what people would be getting.
Me: What do you mean "fairly political"?
Betsy:
Well teachers in whole language classrooms,
teachers make decisions.
Our research is with the kids
instead of with rats and the kids are in our classroom
and teachers are making decisions all the time.
And
that's kind of the way process learning and whole
language is.
It's not a prescribed curriculum from
above.
No matter how well intended, prescriptions from above
are still somebody else's idea.

For an idea to really

belong to a teacher, the teacher had to come to it.

Betsy

saw whole language instruction as a philosophy that was
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constantly being interpreted into action in the classroom.
To try and "formulize" it would kill it:
I think that whole language really is a philosophy.
I£
it's going to go, people are going to have to
understand that, and not to the degree maybe that I do
or somebody else does.
But it's not, you see, cute
little songs.
And it will die if people think that's
what it is.
So I kind of know that in order for this
to go for people that the public is going to have to
know that there is research behind it, there are
reasons behind everything we do, and certainly the
steering committee [of the whole language association]
is attuned to all of that and we keep all of that very
much in mind as we work to try to inspire other
teachers.
Betsy was savy enough to know that mere belief in a
teaching approach was not sufficient to justify its use in
public schools.

The larger society would demand proof that

a particular approach was effective.

And in a technological

society acceptable proof would be objective, quantifiable
research that would permit standardization and comparison.
Yet the qualities that concerned Betsy are not qualities
that are easily standardized and compared:
I feel committed to to doing something more than just
being in a classroom, which might be nice for twenty
kids, but I think I have something to offer that not
everybody has to offer.
And if I really care about
this for kids... and I really care about it less for
kids... I care about it a lot for teachers.
Because I
feel that whole language teachers feel terrific about
themselves and it uplifts them and I am sure that that
helps their whole life.
So I feel committed on that
level to making peoples lives better.
Having something to offer that not everybody else has
to offer struck me as essential element of what Betsy valued
in teaching.

It was something that could only be realized
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In an environment that afforded her independence and avoided
prescriptive solutions to teaching.

Yet at the same time

the drive to use objective, Quantifiable research as a means
of justifying particular approaches seemed to run the risk
of erasing such differences in the quest for standardization
and comparison.

In describing her own approach to teaching

she seemed very conscious of differences and how they
constantly surface in the classroom:
It's a way of being with kids that makes the
difference... This is what [teachers] notice: That I
haven't said any negatives to the kids.
That kind of
fascinates them... I allow kids not to pay attention.
They can have their thoughts somewhere else.
If
everybody is not paying attention, then I look at what
is going on; what I have to do with that.
But I can
get practically everybody really paying attention.
And
if there is one child that is not, who knows what is on
that child's mind.
Do you know?
I mean, we all have
those days, don't we?
I mean we are a million miles
away from some class.
Those are the things that I want
teachers to see.
We don't put down kids.
Her description captures the complexity of what faces a
teacher... and the violence that can be done to the
individual in simply reducing inattentiveness to a
disciplinary issue.

Betsy described the difficulty of

trying to capture in writing what it meant to be a whole
language teacher.

Nonetheless it was important for her and

the other members to try:
It's almost like if nobody reads it, we've got to have
the right things in it.
That's an interesting thought;
we could play around with that one a little bit.
Somehow that does matter though, it does matter. I
don't know how, but I mean it's our integrity or
something.
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In the face of rationalized attempts to govern school
that are inherent in prescriptive approaches to school
management,

the Individual teacher may feel relatively

powerless.

Thus taking the time to think out the reasons

which justify the use of a particular instructional approach
fit with a picture of the teacher as a knowledgeable
professional in control of the conditions of his or her
work.
her,

Even if nobody ever were to ask Betsy or to challenge
it was important for her to understand why she made the

decisions she did.
"wholeness",

Integrity means having the quality of

to feel at one with one's self. Add being able

to explain her actions in light of her beliefs as a teacher
provided her with that integrity.

Being a part of an

association meant that she could work these issues out with
other like minded teachers.
While such efforts may help Betsy to understand herself
better,

the reality was that she still had to work among

others who might not share her views.

She described her

work on a state committee which was making recommendations
for kindergarten teaching.
And they will also maybe listen because I am a Lucretia
Crocker Fellow.
I mean you do have some clout there.
You are not just a ...
You are not just a teacher.

It surprised me to hear

Betsy say this because it told me that the system can cause
even someone like her to experience what it means to "just
be a teacher".

For Betsy, bringing teachers together to
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converse about their work was important.

Integrity did not

seem to be something you could achieve in isolation:
So I really think this whole thing is empowerement.
That’s what we are on to, it has to do with everybody
being empowered, and we only can do that through
cooperation and collaboration.
And one way is some
common knowledge.
So that was my idea to get them all
kind of talking together and then realizing the
uniqueness of their own system, the things they have to
deal with.
But in the process she hoped they would realize that:
... the important thing is that they make decisions
about what they are doing and continually question, "Do
I want to do this or not?"
You have to take what is
important to you... that there is no one model.
So did she feel a body of common knowledge was
important to the teaching profession?
That feeling that we're all figuring this out and
workng on it.
That's the important thing.
So common knowledge becomes a feeling, an attitude of
mind.

Interesting.

Betsy herself frequently

instrumentalized the technical, objective knowledge of
positivist educational research.

She felt it was important

for teachers to know this educational research.

A teacher

could then say to a reluctant principal:

I don't want to do this, but here is what I'd like to
do.
And here is why.
Then you pull out the research, and hopefully, the
principal gives in.

And,

in fact, persistence searches of

the literature does seem to uncover research that will
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support all manner of approaches.

Research Is used to

justify what we already believe.
So what is teaching really all about?
Betsy:
You don't really know what it's like until
you're there.
That's one of my thoughts this year.
I've talked before about how hard classroom teachers
work.
And I've been a classroom teacher for a long
time.
But just being out for a year has made me have
much more appreciation for classroom teachers, even the
ones that bitch and complain.
Just by [my] being out.
Me:

How's that come to pass?

Betsy:
I don't know, because I always worked really
hard as a classroom teacher. But its been different
being out.
You step away from it.
That intensity
isn't there.
Everyday waking and going in.
To have a
classroom going all day every day is really awe
inspiring to me.
It's just really intense, there's no
sitting around.
The administrators can sit around and
discuss [with each other] without having to interact.
I mean it's just different, it's really hit home with
me...
You don't know what it's like until you've been
in there.
Betsy is bright.

I am sure she is capable of using

reasearch to make her point... whatever that point might be.
But in many ways the relationships between people seemed to
count for more than any objective body of knowledge about
teaching:
I am really happy for people to be in process.
But
when people really don't want to hear and change, then
they won't hear anything you are saying.
You know
that's hard.
And I also have to just appreciate that
in them, but it will set them back, it will set my
whole language [approach] back.
Because the minute you
get resistance it sets things back.
But that's part of
life.
For Betsy,
system,

if teachers have autonomy in terms of the

it would seem that they have the autonomy to ignore.
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to slow down, to set things back.

On the other hand, when

teachers asked her how to start a whole language networking
group, her answer was reminiscent of her time spent selling
[famous name home cosmetics]:
People call us and say, "How can we be a networking
group?"
And we say, "Just be one."
She felt as though it were important for teachers to
get away from the whole thing of experts.
Teachers can do that and that's what we have to get
teachers feeling is that, hey!, you can give a
workshop.
Personally,

I would like to believe that change could

occur like that.

Indeed, there is a mythology which says

those on the bottom levels of the organization can take
things into their hands and change it.
ring of truth to it.
the organization,

It certainly has a

But it also seems true that the larger

the more difficult it will be to

accomplish change, and the less likely the change will be
what was intended.
In June I had the opportunity to interview two of the
fellows together, Betsy and Perrie.

The two of them had

grown close as their fellowship year progressed.

And on the

day of our interview they were going to a "last supper" for
the fellows.

It seemed appropriate to listen to them talk

with each other and listen to each other.

Administration

and administrators emerged as a central theme of the
conversation.

Betsy noticed that in her visits to schools
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that the principals were frequently not a part of the
workshop.

As a fellow could not go to a school unless the

administrator approved it,

it raised doubts as to how

committed administrators were to any change.

Often it

seemed that they were meeting a requirement for inservice:
But often they don't join.
I could count on this one
finger... two fingers... the number of principals...
there were a few curriculum coordinators who really
stayed at my workshops.
Now I know there are times
when you have to go places.
Teachers have to go places
too.
But they don't go, they're there.
And a lot of
apologies; teachers would say to me, well he couldn't
stay... knowing that this guy could have stayed.
They're hyperactive... I ought to know that... I am
too!
But they can't sit still, and the few times that
somebody really sat there, were to me the most
exciting, rewarding.
And those were the people who
really had great comraderie, they were really working
with their staff.
The staff had a lot of respect...
and the ones that didn't stay... and the teachers
really wanted them to... there was a lot of frustration
on the teachers' part...
It was a picture of administrators as generally policy
bound,

inertial, and ill informed.

It may also be accurate.

Betsy was pretty sure the empowerment of teachers was not
high on the priority list of administrators.

And I would

suspect that Betsy's vision of independent teachers creating
their own unique models of teaching would be disturbing to
administrators concerned with order and accountability.
For Betsy it seemed as though survival as a teacher was
tied to being a strong individual and a certain amount of
luckiness in being where she was:
There are people who wouldn't want me as a teacher
because I am too Independent.
I mean I can play the
tune; I can be part of a staff.
But if I had somebody
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that was telling me exactly what to do in my classroom
all the time, they'd be hearing from me, "Well let's
discuss it.
What is your research?"
There are loads
of systems like that where you can just go in and shut
the door and do what you want to do.
And then comply
with a few little things they want.
You find out that
it's very important to hand your forms in at the first
of the month, and you do all of that, whatever it
takes.
And then (you do your 1 teaching between the
cracks.
It sounded like a pretty realistic assessment of how
teaching often occurs for bright teachers in constraining
situations.

I suspect an individual could become adept at

doing this, and probably even come to take pride in how well
they do it.

Only a lot of times,

I suspect, the cracks are

what the administration constantly try to fill in.

In

Betsy's case though she felt she had a principal with whom
she could talk.

But even she was reconciled to the idea

that sometimes even the principal could not control the
demands placed upon teachers and students by the rest of the
system.
And what I say is we have to just keep our own
integrity and that's the most you can do or the best
and most important.
Betsy had a "go for it" attitude that seemed to serve
her well in her school system.

There was a missionary

quality to what Betsy was doing, and at the heart of her
mission was finding teachers who would work with her in
developing whole language approaches.

And like a

missionary, having a gospel that told the good news was
important to her.

She obviously enjoyed being smart, and
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she enjoyed thinking out the implications of what she was
doing.

As she said, empowerment meant being Hon the cutting

edge" but it also meant being with people who shared her
ideals.

Her whole language association was an important

part of what she did.

It was a place and a group that could

validate what she doing, and it provided her with a space
and a group out of which she could act into her own
teaching.

At the same time she was in an affluent community

that valued education and was supportive of innovation.

She

felt fortunate to have a supportive principal, and her year
as a fellow seemed to confirm her good fortune.

Esxrle
Perrie's Lucretia Crocker Fellowship focused on writing
in each of the content areas as a way of stimulating
critical thinking skills.

She was unusual in that she was

an elementary school teacher in her mid-forties with a
doctorate from an Ivy League University.

She lived in a

small community on Cape Cod and taught in a neighboring
small town.

After talking with her it was obvious she was a

bright and well trained academic.

It was also obvious that

she was thoughtful and found this year with its travel to
various parts of the state an ideal time to think out much
of what she was doing and what she wanted to be.

One

suspects when you are as well qualified as Perrie, there are
probably all sorts of expectations that you should do
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something more than "just teach school",

indeed, Perrie had

not started out with the idea of being a teacher:
A lot of people in my family teach,
my mother was a
teacher.
I have aunts and uncles who teach.
So, when
I got my undergrad degree, I was an English major and a
theater minor; and fully expected that I would pursue
theater.
But when I got out of school I realized that
I had to make money.
And liberal arts at that time
didn't prepare anybody for a job...
So Perrie got provisional certification by meeting
minimum state requirements in Connecticut.

She taught first

grade in Connecticut, went through a divorce and moved to
Cape Cod where she waitressed, remarried, and got a job
teaching.

It is a story that easily fits with the notion of

teaching as a profession with eased entry and a wide
decision range.

But as the story unfolded,

it tended to

confirm Lortie's (1975) observation that as a result of
eased entry and a wide decision range,

identification and

commitment to the profession may be weak.
By 1980 Perrie's career as a teacher had settled into a
stale routine:
The principal's evaluations of me were lousy; I was
trying to get out of my classroom every opportunity I
could find.
I felt sort of my personal life was in
disarray, I just was not in touch with things.
In
[small Cape Cod town], because it's so far away, we've
never been required to do course work.
The distance from cities and from colleges was a
drawback.

It was also apparent that for Perrie there was

also a distance from stimulating people and conversation.
Cape Cod was beautiful, but it was intellectually bland.
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What Perrle experienced In her late thirties as a teacher
was not all that different from what other teachers
experience.

What was unusual is how she decided to respond

to this period in her life.

She found herself thinking

about going back to school, but the thought of attending a
small local community college seemed like it would be
nothing more than putting in time:
And then I decided if I was going to do it, I was going
to go big.
I thought, well [Ivy League University],
surely they will know more than I do [she and I laugh].
Perrie already knew a lot.
to draw it out and give it form.

What she needed was a place
And [Ivy League

University] did it in a way that challenged her.

Two and a

half years after starting her doctorate she was done.
Graduate school and higher education appealed to her;

it

seemed to provide the intellectual stimulation that had been
missing in her work.

While content to be a teacher, Perrie

has also been actively looking into the possibility of
teaching in higher education.
Perrie was a well educated, well read Individual.
was also very intelligent.

She

Given what we read about

teaching in Chapter 2 we might expect to find that such a
well educated teacher might feel underpaid, but that she
would feel empowered when it came to dealing with the
system.

That was not the answer I got when I asked Perrie

about her own school system and what it was like to teach
there:
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Perrie:
our speech therapist feels there is a higher
amount of language problems.
We have kids who haven't
been over the [Cape Cod] bridge, we have kids like any
rural community.
We have kids who don't have exposure.
We don't have an average percentage of parents who have
higher education.
Our school boards are primarily high
school educated people.
And I think if I deliberately
choose not to go back to public elementary school
education, it will be because of that factor: dealing
with...
having decisions made by people who are not
educated.
It is very difficult for me to deal with.
The more educated I get, the harder that becomes
to deal with; to the point where, as I heard someone
put it, I'm afraid I'm going to lose it.
I just feel
that the day is going to come where I am just not going
to be able to deal with that aspect anymore.
Partly
what you touched on in saying who do you talk to when
you're away from [Ivy League University].
Having to
discuss academic issues that I understand, that I feel
I understand in a fairly deep way, with people who
don't understand them at all, and don't expect to have
to understand them, and don't even know that they can
be understood, I find very difficult.
That is not the
case with my principal, that is not the case with my
colleagues.
It is with the school committee that I
find it difficult to deal with...
I mean I would not
want to sit on the farmers' committee and be making the
kinds of decisions about what farmers ought to have to
know in order to do their job... I am beginning to feel
that maybe in the days of Icabod Crane it was
appropriate for towns to decide individually what the
kids in their town were going to need to know in order
to continue the town.
We're in a global village now...
I mean it's kind of a very anachronistic and
inappropriate situation for us to be in.
School
committees are not, I think, at all prepared anymore to
decide what kids need in this generation to know.
Me:

Are any of us prepared for that?

Perrie:
You know that the class of [the year 20001 is
now in first grade and that forty percent of the jobs
in the year 2000 haven't been created yet.
L don't
know what to teach those kids.
How can someone who's a
farmer, or someone, for instance a fisherman, know what
those students should know.
I think the situation has
changed substantially enough, and I am also practical
enough to know that it will probably take about one
hundred and fifty years for that situation to change.
Those kinds of systems don't leave once they are in
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place, and I don’t know how long I can deal with it
That's a real problem for me.
And,

I suspect,

its a real problem for other bright,

intelligent educators.

Increasing the professional

knowledge of teachers has been held out as a way of
empowering teachers.

But education for Perrie seemed to

accentuate how little control she and other teachers had
over the system of public education.

Nor can it be argued

that education made Perrie "fit" better or necessarily work
harder.

It did, though, seem to free her in her ability to

make decisions and choices;
teachers might not have.

it lent her credibility other

But as the above conversation

indicated, being more educated can be as much a curse as a
blessing; with education comes the realization that the
system can be effective in making us feel powerless.
It seemed to me that one expectation we have towards
teachers is that they be positive and upbeat.
defeated,

Somehow being

tired, anxious, or worn down doesn't fit with the

notion of stimulating young minds.

I felt that Perrie may

have felt this too, because at our second interview she
started with a statement that contrasted with our first
interview.
Perrie:
As with other fellows, I've been impressed
with what I've seen in the schools I've been to.
I've
been telling people this everywhere I go.
Me:

How so?

Perrie:
Things are very good in Massachusetts.
I said
this at a university yesterday and they said they
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wanted quantification fher emphasis] and data!
Somebody said, don't you think they're self selecting1*
And to some extent they are self selecting. But given’
that I'm in situations like this where I have the
entire staff [referring to her pending presentation
later that afternoon] or given that I go to [poor city
school system] where there may be ten workshops being
offered, I get, I think, a fairly representative cross
section of what's going on.
He:
Is it fair to say that you see differences between
schools?
Perrie:
Well, I see more similarities between schools.
What I see is that things are going well, that teachers
are happy, that teachers are tired [but] they're up for
learning, they're eager.
They're not downtrodden.
I
don't have to spend time persuading them that this
would maybe work!
What I find is, quite the opposite,
that I can't give them enough.
I mean they just want
more and more and more.
They're sort of spongy.
The
kids are happy and well loved.
And in every school
I've been into, they've been well dressed and clean.
Which was kind of a surprise, frankly.
I thought I
might not run into that.
The teachers are kissing them
goodbye at the end of the day.
I just have this very
strong, positive sense of what's going on in schools in
this state.
It's not at all what I had when I was in
my little cubicle reading the paper... or looking at
the news.
I know that Betsy [the Lucretia Crocker
Fellow] has written to the [Boston] Globe with this
point.
We should know this!
That the state should
know that things are really very positive in the
schools.
Whether you like what's going on or not,
nonetheless there's a very positive experience
happening all around the state.
She can't get the
Globe to publish it.
She thinks they only publish bad
news... but that's another issue.
It's been an
impression that many of us [Lucretia Crocker Fellows]
have had.
So I've actually seen more similarities to
what I had experienced in my own school.
And I hadn't
expected to.
I don't know what I expected.
But I
hadn't expected that...
You hear things, for instance,
about a school like [poor city school system].
Poorest
school in the state.
The teachers are... I don't even
remember the adjectives I've read... but they were not
positive adjectives.
And when I went there, they were
one of the best groups I've dealt with.
They were real
eager.
Me: Why?
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Perrle:
They were real attentive.
They gave me a lot
of feedback.
Talking as a presenter now, they gave me
a lot of nods... they didn't just clunk out on me, even
though it was a release day.
... I've found that those
regular release days are mixed blessings,
presenter-wise.
You tend to get people who come in
there to rest.
Their monthly paid rest.
And they kind
of blank out and you get kind of a blank screen effect
from their eyes.
This was not the case there [poor
city school system]... It was just, sort of, an
eagerness to find things out.
And even though I knew
they were tired and probably had a billion other things
on their mind, people weren't correcting papers or
knitting, or sleeping, or any of the things that
audiences sometimes do.
And what causes this variance between what Perrie saw,
and what the newspapers describe, and the literature finds
fault with?
I don't know if people who evaluate schools or worry
about education put much stock in things like care and
attention and interest.
I think, and I don't want to
sound jaded on it, I think evaluators... be it parents,
administrators, whoever, whatever realm they might come
from... people who assess and comment on schools and
relationships between teachers and children... I think
if you asked them, they would say, "Oh, certainly,
that's important. The teacher has to be interested in
the kids, the kids have to be happy to be there."
But
I don't think that there's a realization of how
difficult that is to achieve.
How difficult it is to
maintain, how much of a personal commitment to
happiness and the welfare of others it is that teachers
have to continue to make.
I mean it's sort of you've
got it, or you don't... But in fact, it seems to me,
without that you may as well forget the rest of it.
That's been my personal perspective on the classroom.
I think it was [author's name] who talked about the old
teacher he went to see, who said, "Oh, I love them!"
Kind of sums it up.
In many ways it really was a summing up of a complex
and contradictory picture of education.
such things as caring, attending,

What djSL we mean by

interest, and commitment?

They are important qualities, and an honest assessment of
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each o£ the fellow's programs would find these qualities
crucial to the success of the programs.

For Perrie the

relationship that a teacher had to his or her work was of
the utmost importance.

If the positive values were not

there, no program imposed upon the teacher could ever
substitute for their absence.

And much of what seemed to

drive the efforts of the fellows was a realization that good
teaching did have a form to it, but that the form had to be
Integral with the person doing it.

In other words,

it might

not be possible to divorce the teacher from the act of
teaching.
In June at my interview with Perrie and Betsy, Perrie
commented at length on administrators.

Administrators and

administration were major topics of conversation:
In general, my impression is administrators are more
out of date or not educated than I have found teachers.
I have a lot more faith in the teachers in
Massachusetts than I do in the adminstrators.
Certainly, by self selection, we ran into some good
people who were at the middle management level.
And I
ran into good superintendents, some good principals.
Many of the good principals that I met were usually
overwhelmed with leaking sinks, parents, and candy
sales, and things that they considered not educational.
She felt part of the solution might be to hire people
who specifically are managers rather than educators to
manage the physical operation of schools:
Schools are businesses in one aspect of their lives,
and they need to be administered.
The buildings need
to stand up and the people need to be paid, and sinks
need to be fixed, and somebody needs to oversee that
people are doing their jobs.
I mean there are business
aspects to running an institution.
And many of them
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are very big Institutions.
Feeding eight hundred fifty
school requires some manipulation, and someone
has to take charge of that.
Certainly we need to have
people who administer the business of schools.
I also
think we also have to have people who administer
educational development.
At the time of this last interview Perrie thought this
year's group of fellows would be the first in which everyone
was going to go back to teaching.

She said she had talked

to two previous fellows who had gone into administration and
now felt "sorry" they had done so:
I think what I'm wrestling with_well, I'm not
wrestling with it because I've known it for a long
time.
But what they're discovering, and what we've
talked about, is what they're good at is being
teachers.
And the bizarre thing in our particular
profession that if you are a good teacher, then you try
and get out of doing it.
And then you move up into
something that is not teaching, because then you can
presumably tell teachers more about what they should
do... which is not teaching.
It's very weird.
It really did seem weird when she said it.

The reward

for good teaching was the opportunity to leave it.

The

outcome of advanced education was the realization that you
might be more trapped than you ever suspected:
Well, see now this is the other argument [Betsy] and I
have talked about quite often, and I talked to another
person about it:
That moving up to the university also
may not be moving up in teaching.
We agree that moving
into administration is definitely not moving up.
I
think we agree on that, don't we? [Betsy: Yes]
Whether
moving up in the university is moving up in teaching is
another issue, because there are certain people who
feel that the real power that a person like me has
right now is the fact that I am in the classroom.
I
speak from that knowledge.
But I think if your goal in
life was to influence the profession in the largest way
possible, you would find yourself publishing and
working with teachers.
Whether it was part time
working outside the classroom, like the fellowship, or
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working in masters and doctoral programs at graduate
universities, graduate education schools... i don't
know.
I don t know either.

There doesn't really seem to be a

forum in the public schools for a person like Perrie.

it

was clear she believed, or wanted to believe, that staying
active in teaching as opposed to being a professor, or a
consultant, was the only way to continue her growth.

And

yet it seemed to me that she constantly had to struggle with
how best to maintain her integrity in a system which was
always capable of seeing her as only one more thing to be
managed.
Perrie certainly had the most Impressive formal
education of the six fellows I

interviewed.

But her

education only seemed to emphasize the disparity for her
between what was and what ought to be in public education.
It was clear from what she said that she wanted to be part
of a professional community where intelligent conversations
about teaching could occur and where professional autonomy
was respected.

Her willingness to travel, a group of

supportive teachers at her school, and a principal who
respected her all contributed to what should have been an
ideal situation.

But at the same time there was a

precariousness to it in that the townspeople valued
traditional notions of education and seemed reluctant at
times to accept innovative ideas.
constraining environment.

It sounded like a

In many ways, what she seemed to
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want seemed more compatible with our notions of what
teaching in a university should be like.

Sarah
Sarah was easy to talk to.
conversational.

Her manner was friendly and

In many ways she was a stereotype of the

experienced elementary teacher, gentle, concerned, always
aware that she was a very important person in the eyes of
her students.

As a Lucretia Crocker Fellow, she had been

selected to disseminate her whole language approach which
she used with the children in her school.
As a child Sarah had gone to a one room school house in
that part of New Jersey which lies close by the Deleware
River.

Her memories of first grade:

... in our classroom there would have been what was is
called beginners...
what would eventually be turned
into kindergarten.
Beginners through, I believe,
second grade.
At any rate, that was the setting for my
first grade.
And the picture that I have is of this
very, very pretty, blond teacher who must have also
been very kind because she leaves a very nice, warm
memory of first grade.
Her experience as a child in the school had been shaped
by the warm affect of the teacher.

In her own teaching,

having that warm, pleasant affect was of great importance to
her.

As I spoke with Sarah more,

it became apparent that

these memories of her childhood school influenced the
kindergarten teacher she is today.

After starting out in

elementary education at a teachers college, she was taken
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3back by the absence o£ any substance in her elementary
education courses.
In the absence of any intellectual challenge she became
an English major and earned her certification at the
secondary level.

However her initiation into secondary

education was difficult.

Unmotivated students and an

administration that was unsupportive quickly led to the
realization that there was a large gap between the way
teaching was conceived and how it was actually accomplished:
Sarah:
I had, I think, the typical problems that a
first year teacher had.
A lot of discipline problems.
I was young, and I was naive, and I got no support at
all from the administration.
An experience that stands
out in my memory vividly was a time
when I had these
kids in my class had just gone bonkers, and I had sent
them out of the classroom.
And the principal said to
them, "Gee guys, she's only a first year teacher.
Give
her a break."
He:

Oh wowJ

Made you feel...[both laugh]

Sarah:
It was at that moment that I decided that I had
had it with teaching and, in fact, I think, had [my
husband] not been drafted and had I not felt the need
to support us somehow or other, that I might not have
gone back to teaching after that first year.
But it
was a grim year, one that has given me a great deal of
empathy with first year teachers.
I have felt very
supportive of first year teachers.
It is not an uncommon story for teachers.
it,

As Sarah put

"... the number one goal for a first year teacher is to

survive."

It was also a story about how professional

interaction could end up being a put down.

With this job as

her sole source of income, Sarah experienced what it was
like to feel entrapment early on in her career.
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She left after that first year and taught at [big high
school in another state].

Even though she encountered

unmotivated learners, she felt supported and encouraged by
the administration.

She stayed with it for two years until

her husband was out of the service.
Like many women of her generation, she put raising her
children and supporting her husband's career ahead of her
own.

With his entry into graduate school and eventually a

teaching position at [big state university]
she concentrated on raising the children.

in Massachusetts
Having a second

breadwinner in the family not only allowed her the
opportunity to leave teaching, but it also allowed her to
reapproach it in a less intensive way. Volunteer work at her
children's neighborhood school eventually led to her
becoming an elementary school aide and subsequently a
teacher in a small elementary school in a rural community
close by big state university.

In many ways her present

school appeared a return to the fond memories of her
childhood one room school.

It was small,

it was rural, and

there was a high degree of trust among the small staff.
For eight years Sarah had concentrated on being a
teacher's assistant at her children's elementary school.
involved working with students who had reading problems.
But she felt that somehow she did not know enough about
teaching reading and began taking courses at big state
university in psycholinguistics:
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It

... And I began to develop some beliefs and theories
about how kids learn to read.
Not all of them were
supported by the program that I was actually in.
And
then I started having notions of wanting to have more
freedom to choose the way I dealt with children in a
way.
So then I decided I guess I better get my
certification...
Which she did.
language teacher".

Along the way she became a "whole
For Sarah there did seem to be a

connection between theory and practice, however it is just
as significant to note that there was a connection between
her beliefs and her theory.

But she found the school system

where she worked as a teacher's assistant was not interested
in hiring her as a teacher.

So she began to interview in

neighboring towns:
Sarah:
I had interviewed with all kinds of principals,
in all kinds of schools, and over all kinds of
philosophies.
And things haven't changed very much
with many of the principals around. I'll tell you.
They have stayed the same.
So did the schools.
And I
had some, I had some pretty strong views after I had
made the rounds of these school systems for as many
years as I did.
I began to know where schools were
that were doing good things.
Me:
Tell me about that, what sorts of things tipped
you off?
Sarah:
The principals who had absolutely no idea about
education at all, who were espousing with great pride
all the things that I had come to think were just
absolutely the worst.
I mean separating first and
second graders and sending them off to special
teachers... the fact that there seemed be no rhyme or
reason to their beliefs about reading or language.
That they would separate writing from reading as easily
as they would separate math from social studies.
They
just didn't seem to see any kind of
inter-relationships.
They seemed to be very much more
concerned with the logistical aspects of running a
school rather than looking at how kids were being
effected.
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It was clear that bureaucratically conceived approaches
to education troubled Sarah.

Everybody would be responsible

for their piece of the educational pie, but no one would be
responsible for bringing it all together and making sense of
it.

Such a school would be a lonely place to work for

someone like Sarah.

She needed others who could at least

share her larger vision of education.

Not having to be the

family breadwinner perhaps gave Sarah the luxury to be more
forthright about her views in interviews.
get a teaching position.

But she did not

Eventually she was offered another

teacher's assistant position in a smaller rural school,

in a

class that had thirty eight children, and a bright, but
slightly disorganized teacher.

They were a good match, the

bright teacher provided a lot of ideas, and Sarah provided
the organization.

She enjoyed the co-teaching, but still

wanted her own classroom.

That next year she interviewed

for a half time position in the small rural school in which
she presently teaches.

It was the interview that stood out

in her mind, because it wasn't just with the principal, but
with the teachers too.
the staff.

She felt a great deal of trust among

The school had no doors between rooms, no bells

and no public address system.

She felt a kindred spirit:

... it's a very special place, and it is a place where
teachers and administrators share in decision making,
where teachers have absolute control over what goes on
in their classrooms... it's every teacher's dream.
No,
it's not every teacher's dream.
A lot of teachers
wouldn't like it.
[Some! teachers would feel as though
they couldn't deal with it...
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Being autonomous in her own classroom did not appeal to
Sarah.

It was the same as being lonely and unsupported.

Throughout our interviews Sarah was ever cautious to add
that her views did not necessarily reflect the ways other
teachers might see a situation.

Sarah obviously knew that

she did not want someone telling her that she had to teach
in a certain way, and she felt that was probably true of
other teachers.

But it was clear that having a viewpoint to

operate out of was something that Sarah considered important
to her life as a teacher.
She had been able to use her own school as a place to
implement her ideas about teaching whole language:
The wonderful thing about the whole language model is
that a teacher takes leads from the children, and if
you are open to those leads the children give you,
there is no wav that any day can repeat any other day,
with the exception of a schedule.
And I see the
schedule as a very important thing for first graders
and for many children because I think that it is
important that children have a structure in which to
operate.
But her opportunity to act out her ideas on education
was a direct result of the support that she received from
the other teachers and her principal.

It was clear that she

attached a great deal of significance to her little school
community.
By our second interview in March, Sarah was very much
immersed in the frenetic activities of being a fellow.

By

her estimate she had been to some sixteen schools to present
her whole language program.

Each presentation consisted of
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talking to faculty and then doing demonstrations in
classrooms over a three day period.

It sounded like a

draining schedule, and it required that she stay over night
when the presentation included demonstrations beginning with
start of classes in the morning.

Though not visibly tired,

there was a more reflective tone to her comments.

And she

was absolutely certain that what she wanted next year was to
return to her own classroom.

She sounded somewhat buffeted

by her encounters with what she termed "traditional
teachers"; teachers who seemed unwilling to reconsider their
approach to teaching.
She commented on her opportunity to be in and see other
schools:
The wonderful part is that who else but a Lucretia
Crocker Fellow has an opportunity to look into
Massachusetts schools and see what*s going on in a way
that we do?
[Who else has] the opportunity to be in
the schools, meet the teachers, meet the principals,
and really, I think... an opportunity to put our
fingers on the pulse of Massachusetts education in a
way that nobody else has.
I have seen the best of the
best and the worst of the worst.
In much of what she described there was a preference
for the small.

Larger was not better in her eyes:

And I also feel as though there is very often a
correlation between the size of the school and the
amount of freedom that teachers feel to develop
curriculum and express their own creativity in
something.
Of course it would be easy to argue that the larger
school can offer more in the way of specialists, support
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services, and resources.

But for Sarah larger was not

better.
Sarah expressed doubt about the autonomy which teachers
are said to have within their own classrooms.

It appeared

to her that in some schools teachers did shut their doors in
an effort to keep the outside world at bay:
... you would think that if you were in your room and
the door was closed you could do whatever you wanted
because nobody was going to be checking up on you.
Well, I don't think people feel that way.
I think they
stay out of our rooms as long as we're doing things the
way we need to be doing them.
But as soon as we veer
off... you know, and do something a little different,
they will be in here in a hurry saying you're not doing
it the way...
I think teachers often feel that way in
the schools that have closed doors.
And I think they
feel as though anybody who comes into their classroom
is a threat.
They're in there for some evaluation
purpose.
But nobody ever comes into your room for
anything other than for evaluation; they come in just
to see that you are on track.
While being able to shut your door and infrequent
visits from administrators may seem like a pretty convincing
sign of the teacher's autonomy,
teacher sees it that way.
adult does open the door,

it is less clear that the

As Sarah points out, when another
it is more than likely because of

a problem or an evaluation.

What may look and sound like

autonomy to the outsider feels like vulnerability to the
insider.
Sarah recalled some of her own early evaluations as a
teacher:
I remember the comments being things like: Make sure
that your shades are even...
you need a new bulletin
board display... those kinds of things.
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While an evaluation that focuses on the arrangement of
your room may not sound threatening,

it certainly reinforces

the idea that in the eyes of the teacher administration may
simply try to manage you the same way the inventory might be
managed.

And that can be a depressing thought.

So what made a school a good place to be?
Well, the best schools I think are the schools where
the principal is in the rooms, does know what is going
on, in the rooms not because he or she is being an
evaluator, but rather because they're interested in the
kids.
They are interested in keeping that rapport with
the teacher.
Anyone is welcome to come into my
classroom.
We invite you in, we send the children down
to the office to get you and have you come in.
A supportive principal and colleagues that you could
talk to in ways that went beyond the griping of teachers'
rooms all seemed crucial to Sarah's picture of a good
teaching.

Throughout her descriptions of teaching,

it was

clear that the relationships which are established within a
school (what we might call the "organizational structure")
were an expression of how teachers and students should be
treated and should treat each other.
Sarah considered herself fortunate.

She knew what it

was like to be on your own in a school and only have nominal
support.

She also knew that for her,

as "Impersonal".

"large" was the same

Her small school in a liberal community

close by a large state university seemed an ideal setting.
Not only that, but she felt the school itself was a
community in which considerable sharing and interaction
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could occur because It had been designed without doors and
bells.

Her visits to other schools as a fellow seemed to

confirm that she was fortunate to be where she was.
In many ways the fellows saw themselves in more
fortunate circumstances than many of the teachers they
encountered.

They each could be seen as having had the

opportunity to create a space within their school where they
could practice a belief they held about education.

Yet it

often involved compromise on their part, and it often meant
having to actively search out or find others who supported
what they believed.
would let them do it.

And it meant having administrators who
These were people who were not only

bright, they were persistent.
In the final chapter we will evaluate the statements in
light of the five categories presented in Chapter 2.

What

we will see is that the existing literature is not
incorrect.

Professional knowledge, professional

interaction, professional commitment, outside Intrusion, and
the group nature of teaching are all significant elements of
these teachers' work.

But it will also be suggested that

simply addressing these issues through well intended changes
in school management may not be sufficient to guarantee a
greater sense of empowerment among teachers.
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CHAPTER 5
SOME CONCLUSIONS

Professional commitment, professional interaction,
professional knowledge, the group nature of teaching, and
the effects of outside Intrusion upon the profession were
cited in Chapter 2 as issues which are seen as affecting the
empowerment of teachers.

Certain of these issues possess

aspects which are relatively unique to the public school
teaching profession.

For example, the physical arrangement

of schools and the organization of schedules tend to isolate
public school teachers from significant interaction with
other adults.

Likewise, public school teachers must engage

their student clientele in groups which means that their
decisions and work are constantly subject to immediate
public display.

As a result teaching often does not permit

extended reflection as might occur within the one to one
relationship of the lawyer, doctor, or psychologist.
Furthermore there is rarely any mutuality of choice between
the student and teacher; teachers do not generally select
their students, nor do students generally select their
teachers.

Students are conscripts legally required to be in

school usually at least through age sixteen.

Thus teachers

must be capable of physically controlling relatively large
groups of students who,

if asked, would more than likely

voice the desire to be somewhere else.
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It is possible to categorize all of the remarks in
Chapter 4 under one or more of the five areas identified in
Chapter 2.

Certainly this would seem to lend considerable

validity to the idea that the issues these five areas
represent are of significant importance in bringing about
teacher empowerment.

At the same time, no tidy definition

emerged for the term "teacher empowerment".

In this last

chapter we will see how these remarks nonetheless suggest
the need to go beyond these five areas if more teachers are
to feel connected and invested in their dally work.
As we saw in Chapter 2, teaching lacks any unitary
standard by which the work of the individual can be judged.
Nonetheless, educational reform often appears to closely
parallel developments in the business community, where
products, services, and profits are often relatively well
defined even if they may be difficult to achieve.

As

Raymond Callahan (1964) points out, since the time of
Frederic Taylor the scientific management of personnel and
resources within the public schools has been an accepted
article of faith.

Yet as Chapter 2 indicated, the results

of scientific manangement in schools have frequently been
equivocal,

leading to the conclusion that change was not

well planned, or not well financed, or resisted by those
whom it was intended to help.

Indeed the public school

teaching profession has a history which is little more than
a graveyard of past reform.

[11
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Additionally there is an often noted schism between the
theories of teaching and the practice of teaching
(Hargreaves,

1984; McDonald, 1986).

Teachers by and large

do not see research as having a connection with the day to
day reality of the classroom with its everchanglng
situations and dynamics.

Knowledge is conditional and

provisional, and is thus devalued in comparison to other
professions.

In the conversations with the six fellows

there was an unamimous agreement that while their respective
programs might work for them in their teaching situations;
that for other teachers and other situations the programs
might need substantial change in order to work.
that

It suggests

while positivistic and reductionist approaches to

understanding the dynamics of public school teaching may
appear to produce relatively clear cut solutions to
problems, these same solutions tend to underestimate the
effect of attitudes, beliefs, and the sheer complexity of
many variables simultaneously interacting.

Yet this is the

context within which everyday teaching occurs.
The conversations certainly confirmed Lortie's (1975)
observation that teaching is an act which may be judged on
multiple criteria occuring simultaneously.

In what follows

it is argued that teaching should not be simply
conceptualized as a technical issue with methodological and
structural solutions, but rather it should be understood as
an activity which is directly related to the personal values
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and experiences of the teacher.

As I studied the

transcribed conversations it became more obvious that
empowerment was a description of the fellows' relationship
with their work;

it was a description of what they valued.

Thus it will be suggested that empowerment for teachers is
most likely to occur when their personal values and
experiences are in alignment with and are supported by the
technical and methodological means of teaching and by the
organizational structure.

Indeed, this notion of alignment

between personal values and experiences and the actual
circumstances of an individual teacher's teaching situation
can be captured in the term "integrity".
These six teachers had had experiences which are common
to many public school teachers.

They taught in schools not

unlike those found in many communities across the country.
And they shared beliefs that are shared by other teachers in
other schools.

At the same time, each one of these six

teachers was unique.

Each one of them had responded to the

material and social factors of his or her environment in
ways that distinguished him or her from other teachers.

All

of them saw their circumstances as having varying degrees of
difference from others, and they struggled with those
differences in ways that were expressions of their own
personal values.

To have denied them that possibility would

have been to deny their personal sense of what teaching
should be like.

It would have in all probability resulted
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in a profound sense of alienation,

indeed many of the

remarks about administration [2] and administrators which we
read in Chapter 4 can be understood as a concern with being
alienated from the circumstances of their work.
On one level it could be argued that these are ordinary
teachers who have done their work extaordinarlly well.

In

many ways their attitudes were like the attitudes of other
teachers described in the literature.

None of the six

fellows could be characterized as radical.

No one sought

immediate and dramatic change in public education.

And they

all supported public education as an unquestioned good for
American society.

All of them believed in their work and

genuinely felt it was significant.

It was common to hear

them refer to others as more expert about education and to
hear them occasionally lapse into "I'm just a teacher".
They were all seasoned veterans of the public schools.
were also obviously bright,

They

intelligent, and capable of

reflection about their profession.

It is honest to say that

they are the kind of teachers that are a credit to the
profession, and yet historically they have often been the
kind of teachers who choose to leave the profession.
At the same time there was much about their remarks
that suggested teaching can not be assessed in black and
white terms.

For example, their remarks suggested that the

autonomy which teachers appear to have within their
classrooms is partially fact, and partially fiction.
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Teachers can shut their doors, and administrative
supervision may only be occasional.

Nevertheless, teachers

can also be subject to powerful expectations from
colleagues, students, and parents that limit what they might
do.

It more often seemed the case that these fellows were

adept at balancing and juggling.

They tested the system,

pushed at its edges, but I'm not sure that they ever
challenged it in direct ways.

Paul's precept that being too

controversial would "muddy the waters" and bring undesired
attention seemed applicable to all of them.
While no one sought to be controversial,

it was clear

that all of them possessed a vision of what education ought
to be and much of what they did as teachers they saw as an
effort to give life to that vision.

Frequently in our

conversations each one pointed to his or her own school to
illustrate what was good and bad about public education.
Generally they were optimistic about the future of public
education;

for all but Gerry there was an unqualified

feeling that public schools could and would change for the
better.

For Gerry there was the simple question of whether

the system of public education could ever really be
controlled given its size,

its conflicting missions, and all

the potential actors.
While all the fellows shared experiences common to
other teachers,

it would be foolish to argue that their

experiences and situations were interchangeable.
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They were

unique individuals who struggled to influence the conditions
of their work as teachers.

They valued their ability to act

into teaching in ways that fit with their personal sense of
what teaching should be like.
had a best way of teaching.

None of them argued that they
In fact, they saw their

credibility with other teachers as more a function of their
experience in the classroom than the result of any insight
or compelling theory.

Interestingly, while all of the

fellows had a highly developed program, they all
acknowledged at one point or another that the success of
their programs was not simply a matter of technique.

And

they certainly seemed to know that they themselves did not
want to come across as just one more outside expert with a
packaged program to sell.

Indeed, the ability of someone

else to adopt their programs seemed conditional on all
manner of factors.
In Chapter 3 we learned that the state department of
education was concerned that teachers not be selected as
fellows because of their personality... a quality which was
not felt to be transferable.

Thus the selection process

focused on the objective aspects of teaching such as
replicability, student production, training sequences, and
descriptions of process.

However when I talked face to

face with these individuals it was impossible to dismiss the
issue of personality.

Objectively they had programs that

had been reified in process and on paper.
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But they also had

personalities which distinguished them from other teachers;
they had personalities that were uniquely their own.

While

all of the fellows struggled with their work as a teacher
under conditions that were common to conditions experienced
by other teachers, how they conducted that struggle, how
they chose to respond and make the hundreds of decisions
that teachers must make every day was very much related to
whom they were as unique individuals.

Conditioned by their

personal histories, constrained by the material and
objective conditions of their work, they nonetheless managed
to surpass these conditions in ways that allowed who they
were to appear in their work.

All of them at one point or

another acknowledged that they did not think another teacher
could implement their program in a way that would be
identical to their own approach.
For example, we might expect math teachers to be
individuals who believe that a straight line is the quickest
way from point A to point B.

But for Paul the route that

had twists and turns was more interesting. Paul enjoyed the
students who would challenge the traditional methods.

He

himself liked being different; and he delighted in coming up
with a different approaches.

The Mr. Wizard of his

childhood was constantly appearing in his class, and he had
succeeded in bringing a laboratory approach to math.

He had

been able to go beyond the way math had been taught to him.
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and he was in a school that allowed him to teach math in a
way that was meaningful to him.
further maintained that a teacher had to know his
or her style and teach through that.

Personality in the

sense of being approachable and conversational counted a lot
for Paul.

He enjoyed striking up a conversation, and his

picture of his style as being somewhat amorphous was
reflected in the tendency of his conversation to wander from
topic to topic.

It was hard to imagine him as ever being at

a loss for words or ideas.
easy to chat with.

It was a quality that made Paul

In the end Paul felt that it was

experience that really counted in teaching, not some
formulistic teaching approach.

He felt experience was

something he could bring to other teachers, and that he
could draw out of teachers if he had the opportunity.
For Gerry there was certainly an importance to the
professional knowledge that goes with health education.

Her

experience as a nurse had left her with the realization that
clinical knowledge might be good for clinics, but it did not
seem to change people the way she imagined a good teacher
could.

The issue for her was the issue of engagement, how

did you get others talking about what was important to them?
It was easy to imagine Gerry listening sympathetically to
the concerns of a young adolescent or a fellow staff member.
At times she could be intensely reflective and inward, yet
it was this melancholic quality that in all probability
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allowed her to be the empathic individual she was.

As a

nurse she had had the experience of the doctor who would
rather play golf than listen to the needs of patients or the
concerns of nurses.

As a teacher she had had an

administration that had not listened to the importance of
what she was doing.

Listening was really important to

Gerry, and she could show people how to do it well.
Betsy’s attitude that you should first decide what you
wanted to do, then ”do it" conveyed a real sense of
determination.
willfulness.

But it was not simply a matter of
She conveyed the sense that if she did

something, you knew she would do it right the first time.
Betsy was bright, she was rational, and when she spoke it
often sounded like she had spent considerable time planning
out the answer.

She could appeal to research— or she could

appeal to experience-- or she could relate the two.
same time she was genuinely open to other ideas.
she exuded professional competence.

At the

In a word,

That is not to say that

she had an answer to everything, nor that she was untroubled
by the ambiguities which occur in teaching.

But it is to

say that she would devote considerable time and effort to
finding the answer or clarifying the ambiguity.
Kelly also had a "do it" attitude.
"do it" with "someone else" approach.

But it was always a
There was a sanguine

quality to Kelly that no matter what happened, you would be
better for it.

She had a gift for learning from the
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experiences that she had thrown herself into, and it gave
her an authenticity that permitted others to identify with
her.

It was easy to imagine her as a confidant of her

colleagues, someone who would listen but then say,
don't S££L» • • •M •

"why

She sounded like a friend and a supporter;

she came across as an equal.

Her talk of "buddies" seemed

very much in line with whom she was and how she hoped to be
accepted by others.

She felt that people were capable of

empowering themselves.

After all, she herself had managed

to prove wrong those who said she did not have the ability
to be a teacher.

She was the proof of what she believed.

She had become a teacher in spite of the obstacles, she had
become president of the teachers' union and had been
re-elected, and she had been selected as a Lucretia Crocker
Fellow.

Obviously just having the "do it" attitude wasn't

enough to achieve what she had done.

Like the other

fellows, she was bright, she could speak well, and she
persevered.
Perrie was a thinker.

Situated as she was out on Cape

Cod, she usually had to travel a considerable distance for
her appearances as a Lucretia Crocker Fellow.

Yet the

driving was also an opportunity to reflect on what she was
doing and why.

And her location sounded ideal for someone

who liked to put her thoughts down on paper as she did.

It

was easy to sympathize with her when she remonstrated
against the intrusions of outsiders into the issue of what
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and how teachers taught,

she had obviously done a lot of

thinking about what was important to her and her students,
and she did not want it undone by bureaucrats, politicians,
or reporters who were strangers to the classroom.

With her

Ivy League doctorate, and her obvious intellect, she struck
me as someone who would be a capable teacher in higher
education.

Had she been more willing to leave Cape Cod for

another part of the country where opportunities are greater,
I suspect that is exactly what she 'would have become.
Sarah liked intimacy and smallness.

Her description of

her classroom and school sounded reminiscent of an extended
family.

And like the learning that occurs naturally in the

intimacy of the home, she felt that her whole language
approach was natural for children.

For her it required the

teacher have the right attitude towards children in order to
do it well.

You could learn the theory behind whole

language, you could read about the techniques and imitate
someone else's way of doing it, but in the end,
not believe in the way you taught,
more fad.

if you did

it would just become one

Sarah did not quote journals of education nor

statistics to prove the importance of her whole language
approach with children.

She was sincerely troubled by

teachers who would not reconsider what they were doing;
teachers who were closed to different ideas.

Her early

experiences as a teacher taught her that teaching could be
lonely and impersonal.

For her there never was any doubt
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that she wanted to return to her classroom in her small,
supportive school at the end of the fellowship year.
Whatever and however these six teachers actually taught
could be borrowed, blended, or uniquely their own.

But

their criteria of success was always the adequacy of a
teaching activity to a particular group, time, and
situation. At some point in each of the conversations there
was an acknowledgement that other beliefs and other
situations would result in different but valid teaching
approaches.
choices,

In the final analysis it was their personal

influenced by personal experience and knowledge,

that determined what was appropriate and what was not.

It

would be stretching the truth to say that a common theory of
teaching united these six teachers to an abstraction called
the "profession of teaching".

Yet at the same time their

remarks raised the disturbing idea that at times their sense
of personal uniqueness was vulnerable to the demands of
school systems which value control, orderliness, and
accountability.
It was difficult not to hear and feel the importance
all of these teachers attached to the issue of whom they
spent their time with.

Their personalities appeared in

their work and the way they attempted to teach.

It was also

obvious that there was no guarantee of mutual admiration
between themselves and others.

For example,

in a less

accepting school system Paul could be seen as quirky rather
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than creative.

Gerry always faced the possibility that her

work and interests would sirnply be seen as irrelevant by
teachers and administrators.
protective of children.
intellectual.

Sarah could be seen as overly

Betsy could be pushy.

Perrie too

And Kelly too concerned about socializing.

What is interesting is that none of them really had a great
deal of control over whom they worked with even though the
remarks indicate that this is of great importance to them.
Teachers generally do not pick their colleagues nor their
students.

They get what they get... and then they have to

make the best of it.

Teaching is constantly occurring in

the midst of others who have opinions about how and what the
teacher should teach.

Teachers simply do not have any

control over that fact... but the presence and power of
these expectations does affect how they view themselves and
their work, and it can place limits on what they themselves
see as their ability to influence and change the conditions
of their work.
For all of these fellows there was an importance in
their relationship to the administration and an importance
in being part of some group that shared their vision,
whether it was a spouse, colleagues, or a principal.
The centrality of administration and the building
principal to much of what they said was suggestive of the
degree to which these teachers felt the issue of outside
expectations intruding in upon their classroom.
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Teachers

must respond to the immediacy of events in the classroom,
they must make decisions subject to the scrutiny of many,
and they must do this without time for extended reflection.
[3]

It is no wonder that teachers should then want a

stable, supportive environment of relationships within which
to respond.

Yet at the same time an overemphasis on control

within a school could be stifling.

As Paul pointed out,

it

could even influence your ability to smile before December.
Interestingly, no one commented that they felt
administrators spent too much time observing in classrooms.
To the contrary,

it was more often than not that the

administrator was an infrequent visitor.

Which raises the

question for teachers of how much can someone such as an
administrator really know about a classroom,
its interactions, and its rhythms.

its complexity,

Betsy noticed how

frustrated teachers could be when the principal did not sit
in with the staff on a training session.

Given the

influence which principals appear to exert over their
schools, their absence at meetings which are teacher led and
focused in all probability does lead to a sense of
powerlessness for teachers.

At least when someone is

present, there is always the possibility of compromise or
persuasion.

But when that someone is distant or inaccesible

to the teachers, the possibility of compromise or persuasion
becomes distant also.
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Other fellows had also commented on the absence of
administrators from the sessions the fellows were
conducting.

It led to the conclusion that administrators

had more important things to do or that the teacher led
meetings were simply meeting an administrative reguirement
for training.

While the absence of administrators might be

seen as a confirmation of teacher autonomy, the fellows
tended to see it as indication that change, particularly
change initiated by teachers working with teachers was not
taken seriously.

Paul's observation that there are certain

things one just doesn't do depending upon whom one has for
administrator tended to confirm the somewhat illusory
quality of teacher autonomy.

Simply having rooms with doors

that can be shut is no guarantee that teachers can teach in
ways that fit with their personal values and experience.
When we look back at the remarks,

it is clear that for

these six teachers there was a very real, but invisible
connection between the context in which they taught and what
they actually did as a teacher.

Yet a teacher's fate is to

often to be judged on what the principal may see or hear
about them.

As Sarah pointed out in her first teaching

experience, a teacher's sense of worth can be reduced (or
built up)

by the way a principal handles a situation.

As

with Sarah, the complexity that the classroom teacher must
deal with and attempt to make sense of can be potentially
devalued and become seen as irrelevant in the face of
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institutional norms.

It is the potential reduction of the

teacher to a position analgous to that of an assembly line
worker.

Only instead of a foreman, the teacher is

supervised by a set of expectations over which he or she may
have little control.
The remarks suggested that there were two basic
qualities of administration that could give rise to an work
environment that was supportive of the teacher.

The first

was the openly supportive principals Betsy and Sarah had.
Open and spoken support of what they were doing seemed to
allow Betsy and Sarah to test their ideas and develop their
teaching in ways that made sense to them.

Both Betsy and

Sarah felt they were lucky to have principals who actively
supported them.

Kelly, Perrie, and Paul described a second

type of principal who seemed more distant but willing to
allow them the latitude they needed. They felt an
administrative presence, and they all felt it was a
necessary presence, but it seemed to influence them
indirectly.

For them contact with others within the

profession seemed important in validating what they were
doing.

Yet this contact came about as a result of their

personal effort and a willingness "to go for it".

Thus

being lucky as to whom your principal was and being
persistent in reaching out to others seemed to be both the
source and cause of their connectedness.
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Gerry s experiences both suggested and confirmed the
idea that perseverance and the luck of whom you have for an
administrator and colleagues are fragile conditions for
creating empowerment.

Her experiences had included a mix of

supportive and unsupportive administrators and colleagues.
She attributed her perseverance to her husband and close
friends.

But it also suggests that much of what I found to

be the concommittants of empowerment are simply fortunate
circumstances combined with a willingness to persevere in
engaging other adults.

By and large, my guess is that

teachers simply do not select schools according to whether
or not they will have a supportive principal or colleagues
who can be positively engaged.
get a job.

Interestingly,

They teach where they can

for several of the fellows, their

year visiting other schools more often than not led them to
the conclusion that they were lucky to have the job
situations they had..
Outside intrusion was a concern for all of them.
Because public schools are public, citizen boards, parents,
central office administrators, school policies, and building
principals are each individually or severally capable of
influencing what occurs in the classroom.

What concerned

each of the fellows was the tendency of this outside
intrusion to oversimplify the dynamics of the classroom by
attempting to specify how and what teachers should teach.
For these teachers teaching was anything but simple, and
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efforts at reductionism simply missed a lot of what was
important to the teacher.

What counted for much more was

whether they had a space in which they could teach with some
autonomy, a space in which significant others--whether
principals, other teachers, spouses, or friends— were
genuinely interested in what they did and supported them.
The idea of being told how to teach, no matter how well
intended, was repulsive to each.

They could and did accept

structure, but they wanted it on their own terms, and it had
to be supported by the context in which they worked.

It

would be fair to say that for each of them that when they
succeeded in finding such a setting for teaching they felt
lucky.

And their travels across the state more often than

not reinforced the sense that they were lucky to be where
they were.

Yet "being lucky” is not the sort of thing that

will cause the profession as a whole to feel more empowered.
When we reflect on the remarks,

it is clear that each

fellow was sensitive to the requirements of his or her
situation.

Their approaches to teaching grew out of

personal values and experiences, but these values and
experiences had to fit with the expectations of the
organization and community in which they worked.

This "fit"

encompassed a complex web of relations that included the
building principal, colleagues, students,

friends, parents,

and the larger school organization such as central office
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staff and the school committee.

Kelly put It succintly,

"You don't just teach, you get involved in people's lives.

II

There was a fragility to this complex web of relations.
It could provide a teacher with the support and structure
necessary to respond to the immediacy and complexity of
teaching.

At the same time it could be oppressive and

alienating if it were at odds with the personal beliefs and
qualities of the teacher.

Whether it was supportive or

oppressive was dependent in part upon the opportunity to
influence significant others through discussion, persuasion,
and mutual compromise.

But it must be remembered that all

of these teachers worked in systems that were beyond their
ability to control in any absolute sense.

Like a spider's

web, what happened in one area affected other areas
simultaneously.

For example an administrator could leave

and be replaced by one who was not supportive, students and
parents changed from year to year,

or the town or city could

find itself with a new school committee that represented a
shift in expectations.

At the same time, a strong

personality and a willingness to persevere potentially-- but
only potentially-- could create a supportive environment
that was in greater or lesser degree compatible with the
personal values and experiences of the individual teacher.
MacDonald (1986,

1988) has raised the idea that

teachers need to develop a "voice" through which they can
speak meaningfully with themselves and others about their
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work as a means of countering isolation.

Yet as MacDonald

points out the term "voice” not only implies something to be
said and the right to say it, but that someone is listening.
Unfortunately, he believes much of the current conversation
about teaching goes on with the minimal participation of
teachers, and when it does occur that teachers speak,
listen.

few

As we saw with Paul's graduate course,

communication can simply become another management agenda.
For all of the fellows, having somebody to talk to about
their work was important.

It could be the principal, a

study group, or a graduate class as was the case with Betsy
and Perrie.

It could be the smallness of the school and the

absence of doors that separate as in Sarah's situation.

Or

it could be an unusally supportive husband as was the case
with Gerry.

Or it could simply be "buddies" as Kelly put

it.
Having a place to speak and be listened to was
important for all of them, but there seemed to be little in
the structure of schools that expects teachers to direct
their own conversations about teaching.

Given the absence

of legitimacy for such teacher conversation,

it becomes less

surprising that we should encounter the "I'm just a teacher"
statements.

Professional isolation discourages professional

interaction and thereby maintains a sense of individual
powerlessness.

Isolation likewise devalues personal
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experience and professional knowledge in favor of externally
imposed norms of behavior.
From what we saw in Chapter 2, much of the reform
effort in teaching is interpreted in terms of changes that
can be made to the existing structure of education.

Yet all

of these structural changes can produce equivocal effects
when they are implemented.

Indeed the frequently

unsuccessful efforts to find pallatives for issues in the
teaching profession has often led to the cynical conclusion
that only more money will improve the profession, or the
equally cynical conclusion that public school teaching is
driven by fads that at some point will die out or be
disproven.

I would like to suggest that a focus on such

issues, while important, ultimately devalues teaching as
nothing more than a technical activity and ultimately fails
to acknowledge the personal values and experiences a teacher
brings to his or her work.
While teaching can be reduced by the outside observer
to nothing more than the sum of its parts,

in the eyes of

participants it is an activity that embodies the expression
of values as well as knowledge derived through experience.
How schools are structured and the methods which are used in
making decisions in a public school potentially can support
or work against the values and experiences of the teacher.
When a teacher's personal values and experiences are in
alignment with the expectations of their workplace, and in
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turn are supported by a web of personal relationships then
we are most apt to see empowerment.

Out of this alignment

we see integrity, a sense of wholeness with what one is
doing.
The allocation of resources and money, the means of
decision making, the organization of the school day, and the
latitude given particular roles are technical and structural
issues which can serve to support and condition the personal
values and experiences of the teacher or they can work
against them.

Likewise the expectations of the larger

community of students,

faculty, administration, parents, and

even society at large can convey value statements that can
support or deny the values and experiences of the teacher.
At the same time it must be recognized that not all
that challenges a teacher’s values or experiences is
negative.

When we look at Perrie's decision to go to an Ivy

League school we saw she acknowledged the importance of
having her values and experiences challenged.

Likewise each

of the other fellows in the course of his or her fellowship
year bumped up against ideas that suggested new ideas or
changes in teaching approaches.

It may well be that the

ideal environment may be one that challenges a teacher’s
conceptions of teaching and simultaneously provides the
security to incorporate changes that result from changing
values and experiences.
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Yet the sense of personal values and experience a
teacher brings to his or her work is an issue that is not
currently being discussed as vital nor relevant to
education.

When it occurs that personal values and

experience are in alignment with the conditions of the
workplace,

it seems almost serendipitous.

Indeed the focus

for reform in public education seems to continue to lie with
the technical approaches, the structural solutions.

Raymond

Callahan's observation that:
The procedure for bringing about a more businesslike
operation of the schools was fairly well standardized
from 1900 to 1925.
It consisted of making unfavorable
comparisons between the schools and business
enterprise, of applying business-industrial criteria
(e.g., economy and efficiency) to education, and of
suggesting that business and industrial practices be
adopted by educators.
(1962, p. 6)
distantly echoes the more recent statement of the National
Commission on Excellence in Education (NCEE,

1983):

We recommend that schools, colleges and universities
adopt more rigorous and measurable [emphasis added]
standards, and higher expectations, for academic
performance and student conduct, and that 4-year
colleges and universities raise their requirements for
admission.
This will help students do their best
educationally with challenging materials in an
environment that supports learning and authentic
accomplishment.
(p. 27)
For the teaching profession it is a claim that teaching
can be shaped by technology, supported by organizational
modifications, and devoid of alternative values.

For many

teachers such calls for reform may simply lack validity and
will become little more than a meaningless abstraction in
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their daily work so long as they are unrelated to personal
values and experiences.

For many of these teachers,

"empowerment” will simply be a matter of perserverance and
the good luck of the company they keep.
A more full confirmation of these conclusions requires
more research.

Fortunately, American education Is

sufficienty large that it is possible to find accidental and
fortuitous variations in what is otherwise a surprisingly
homogeneous institution.

The study of these variations and

what they mean to the participants can start to confirm or
deny the validity of this dissertation: that our conception
of teaching must broaden to Include the importance of
personal values and experiences in the daily acts and
decisions of teachers.
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Endnotes:
1.
Lawrence Cremin describes many of the efforts at
reform in his his book, "The Transformation of the School:
Progressivism in American Education, 1876-1957" (Vintage**
New York).
Interestingly, his preface begins with an
obituary: "The Death of the Progressive Education
Association in 1955 and the passing of its journal,
PEQ9ESSS1 VS—Educfl11 on./ two years later marked the end of an
era in Amerian pedagogy" (p. vli).
However many of the
ideas which exist in American education today can be traced
back to this earlier period and often have the curious
property of seemingly being reincarnated only to die again.
It is little wonder that among older teachers we can often
hear, "What goes around, comes around", as though education
were little more than a series of reoccurrlng fads.
2.
Administration as it is used here refers not only
to those who administer the schools such as school
committees, superintendents, principals, department chairs,
etc., but also the body of regulations, policies, and
practices that serve to influence what and how teachers
teach.
3.
As we saw in Chapter 2, teaching possesses an
immediacy— a here and now quality-- that does not allow for
extended reflection.
Decisions having to do with the
actions of others must be made quickly and often
simultaneously.
Extended isolation from other adults
compels the teacher to be reliant upon a predictable web of
relations with other adults when responding to the demands
of students...
a matter of the utmost practical relevance:
"To reflect constantly on one's teaching acts while they are
going on would be to destroy the coherence of teaching and
perhaps render it impossible"
(Elbaz cited in Hargreaves,
1984, p.250).
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APPENDIX A:

INITIAL LETTER

Charles Hopkins
Director of Special Education
116 Main St.
So. Hadley, Ma. 01075
w-413-538-5072

Charles Hopkins
88 Roundelay Rd.
So. Hadley, Ma. 01075
h-413-538-7880

May 25th, 1988
Doreen Wilkinson
Director, Lucretla Crocker Fellowships
1385 Hancock St.
Quincy, Ma. 02169
Dear Ms. Wilkinson,
Please find enclosed a letter to the Lucretia Crocker
Fellows which gives a general idea of the study I wish to
do.
My interest in this topic is simple.
I have taught a
variety of special education and regular education for 12
years.
For the last 5 years I have been a Director of
Special Education in So. Hadley.
Additionally I have been a
doctoral student in Higher Education at the University of
Massachusetts in Amherst.
During this time I have been
increasingly troubled by the number of bright teachers who
either "burn out" or choose to leave the profession of
teaching.
One of the main reasons cited is a lack of
"profesionalism" within public school teaching.
Teachers generally spend most of their day with
students and the opportunity to exchange ideas with other
teachers, to have control over the resources of time, money,
and clientel, so taken for granted in other professions, is
missing in teaching.
The Lucretia Crocker program appears
to be a sincere effort, formally endorsed by the larger
educational organization, to address the issue of how
teachers can share their profession with other teachers.
How that sharing occurs, and how those who attempt to do it
are affected by the process is of tremendous interest to
those of us who would like to see teaching enjoy a more
priveledged place in our society.
Please feel free to share both letters.
Interested
Fellows may contact me at either of the above phone numbers.
As the enclosed letter indicates, I would like to do the
first Interview prior to the Fellows going out into the
field.
Because the case study approach I am using generates
so much data, I am currently planning to limit the study to
no more than three Fellows.
Thank you for your assistance.
Sincerely,
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APPENDIX B:

FIRST LETTER TO FELLOWS

Charles Hopkins
88 Roundelay Rd.
So. Hadley, Ma. 01075
h-413-538-7880
w-413-538-5072

May 25th,

1988

Dear Lucretia Crocker Fellow,
You are being asked to participate in a study of
Lucretia Crocker Fellows.
It is a study that seeks to
understand how teachers come to understand their work and
what happens when they seek to share that work within the
formalized context of being a Lucretia Crocker Fellow.
The core part of the study will consist of at least
three interviews, roughly two hours in length, that will
focus on how you conceive your work as a teacher, how you go
about sharing that conception with other teachers, and
finally, how you come to see your work as shared by other
teachers.
The interviews will occur at the beginning,
middle, and end of your fellowship.
The interviews will be
recorded and transcribed.
Where possible, I would like to
observe your presentation to a group of educators.
It is my
intent to be as non-intrusive as possible.
The findings will be used in a dissertation titled:
"Case Studies of the Effort to Professionalize Teacher
Collegiality:
Lucretia Crocker Fellows in Massachusetts".
As such the findings will be published and available for
public inspection.
To protect your confidentiality and the confidentiality
of those with whom you work, identifying information will be
changed in all printed material.
Names and places when
referred to will be called by fictitious names.
Your participation is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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APPENDIX C: SECOND LETTER TO FELLOWS
Charles Hopkins
Charles Hopkins
Director of Special Education
88 Roundelay Rd.
116 Main St.
So. Hadley, Ma. 01075
So. Hadley, Ma. 01075
h-413-538-7880
w-413-538-5072
Oct 10, 1988
Dear Lucretia Crocker Fellow,
You are being asked to participate in a study of
teacher empowerment.
It is a study that seeks to understand
how teachers come to understand their work and what happens
to their perceptions of teaching when they seek to share
that work within the formalized context of being a Lucretia
Crocker Fellow.
Because the Lucretia Crocker Fellowships
emphasize the importance of teacher expertise in bringing
about educational change in Massachusetts, they provide a
unique opportunity to study institutionally sanctioned
teacher empowerment.
My interest--my question so to
speak—is how do participants in these fellowships evaluate
their personal experience and how does this experience
change the ways in which fellows perceive their profession.
To try and answer this question I will be using an interview
approach which will require at most 3 to 5 hours of your
time spread over the next year.
By way of background I am currently a Director of
Special Education with 12 years of teaching experience In
regular and special education at the elementary and
secondary level both here in Massachusetts and overseas.
As
an educator I believe that teachers should excercise more
control over the conditions of their work than they
currently do.
But in order for that to happen, I have
become increasingly convinced of the need for teachers to
spend more time working with each other as a means of
enhancing their professional status in their own eyes and in
the eyes of others.
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I£ you are interested in being a part of this study,
please contact me at either of the above addresses/phone
numbers or complete the space below and return it in the
envelope provided.
I look forward to meeting you.
Sincerely,
Charles Hopkins

I would be interested in participating in your study.
Please contact me to discuss in greater detail what would be
involved.
Name: _
Mailing Address:

Phone ft

i_l_z
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